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Sanderson expansion
slated for spring
Three new classrooms, six
offices and a Mills Hallstyle commons will be
added on to the academic
building. Work begins in
May.
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Stranger than
Paradise
Finster’s
Rev. Howard Finster's
Paradise Gardens is a
weird Southern dreamscape, filled with concrete
verses-.
statues and Bible verses.
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We grade the new releases
from Jason Harrod-,
Harrod;
Richard Buckner, Bjork,
Modest Mouse and Ryan
Adams.
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· Get on the Bus
Fifty-one Covenant stustu
dents hit the road for the
Wheaton Philosophy
Conference last month.
Five share what they
learned, and refect on
their experiences.
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folks"
Covenant students root for Bush in recount; "we're
“were watching history here, folks”
Covenant
BIRD
B y MR.ON
A a ro n M
e s h aAND
n d JOSHUA
Josh u a B
ird
MESH
BY

Politics staff writers
Covenant students trickled into the Carter
Hall mailroom to watch the presidential election
results last Tuesday, many expressing hopes for a ·
Gore.
decisive victory by George W. Bush over Al Gore.
But the mailroom television lost its signal long
before a winner were announced, so most
Covenant students went to bed Tuesday night not
knowing who the next President of the United
States would be.
W
hen they woke up Wednesday morning,
When
didn’t know.
they still didn't
a.m.. on
“I
aiting up until 2:30
2 :3 0 "” a.m
waiting
"I was w
"and I went to
Wednesday, said senior Andy Crews, “and
bed when II thought Bush had won. II got up this
morning and checked my e-mail before Greek class.
And II was like, ‘W
hat just happened? Maybe I
'What
bed."'
should go back to bed.”’
W
hat had happened was an event unprece
unpreceWhat
Covenant students react to election results last Tuesday. (Photo by Aaron Mesh)
dented in American history. An election that had
seesawed all Tuesday night and well into
cations: overseas absentee ballots that could take weeks to arrive, missing
sudWednesday had suddenly been declared a win for Bush - and just as sud
3;000 ballots in
ballot boxes, charges of voter intimidation, and nearly 3,000
U.S.
denly been declared too close to call. Now the U.
S. presidency hinged <m
on
Palm Beach County that were possibly marked for the wrong candidate by
the recounting of 25 Electoral College votes from just one state, Florida.
And deciding the fate of those 25 votes was a task teeming with complion Page 3
Please see "Election
“Election night"
night”on

trespassers
Rock City crackin
cracking
g down on trespassers

The Palm Beach
County mystery

By H
a rm o n y H
onaker
HONAKER
HARMONY
BY

News editor

Why did the most liberal
of Florida counties cast
3,000 votes for ultraconultracon
servative Pat Buchanan?
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Campus sensuality:
A community forum
Are public nudity and
immodest dress harming
this campus?
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Champions!
Men’s
AAC
Men's Scots take MC
tourney title with 3 ~ins.
wins.
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A Covenant student watches the sunrise at Rock City
o f Prayer this fall. That student
Gardens during Day of
walked in the main gate; many others have snuck into
the park at night over the years. (Photo from Psy Chi)

Covenant College students have
City
trespassed after hours at Rock City
Gardens one too many times. Now the
M ountain
owners of the Lookout Mountain
attraction plan to
account
to hold them accountable.
City Gardens owners Bill and
Rock City
Joan Chapin recently contacted Scott
Raymond, Covenant’s
Covenant's dean of students,
asking him to
to alert students to a new,
frustration-induced park policy · that
demands immediate prosecution of any
student caught trespassing on Rock
City grounds after hours.
hours.
“Some
"Some lessons are better learned
when there are strong consequences
rather than mercy,"
mercy,” Chapin told the
Bagpipe. "Leniency
“Leniency has been given to
students in the past, and the expectaexpecta
tion of leniency has therefore been
assumed. Unfortunately, it seems that
past lessons have not been learned
learned.."

“Trespassing is a problem that
"Trespassing
Rock City has dealt with for years,”
years," said
“We don’t
don't have ten-foot high
Chapin. "We
we're very
fences or barbed wire, so we’re
accessible.”
accessible."
Raymond said complaints about
Covenant students trespassing after
hours have come from a variety of local
comattractions over the years. These com
accumuplaints, he said, are due to an accumu
lated frustration with the same problem
at approximately the same time every
year.
“We’ll always have our perennial
"We'll
issues with Rock City, the golf course,
parks,"
Ruby Falls and the national parks,”
Raymond said, indicating that these .
“perennial” because they
problems are "perennial"
are usually related to members of the
new freshman class each and every fall
semester.
“Folks
"Folks who have the time to mess
around like this usually don't
don’t do very
.around
well academ
ically,” Raymond said
said..
academically,"

Please see "Rock
“Rock City"
City ” on Page 3
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Hillsdale Colle(J'e
College

·

B y EUGENIA
E u g e n i a B.
S c h ra a
B: ScHRAA
BY

Harvard Crimson
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By A
b ra h m B
ayer
BAYER
ABRAHM
BY
The Collegian
Collegian

- Some
(U-WIRE) HILLSDALE, Mich. —
campus figures interviewed by Roger
“Hillsdale: A Greek
Rapoport for his book "Hillsdale:
quesHeartland" have ques
Tragedy in America's
America’s Heartland”
tioned the means by which Rapoport
obtained his information. Others have also
criticized the accuracy of the book
itself.
The book was released Sept. 27 by
Rapoport's publishing compaRDR Books, Rapoport’s
ny.
June Roche, the ex-wife of former
Hillsdale College President George Roche
III, is among those who felt deceived.
“(College historian) Arlan Gilbert
"(College
approached me about speaking with
Rapoport,”
“He had presented
Rapoport," she said. "He
him
self to Arlan and others as a serious
himself
intellectual who was planning to write a
book on the liberal arts."
arts.”
Roche said Rapoport told her the same
thing, but later learned that the book was
investigative.
“He was dishonest with me,"
me,” she said.
"He
Rapoport said he came to Hillsdale last
confall intending to write a book generally con
cerned with
wi.t h the question of what a liberal
arts education is about, and that he intendintend
ed to include Hillsdale College in his disdis
cussion.
cuss~on. He said his book only became
investigative
investig.iti.ve when, in the course of his
returninterviews, he found discussion kept return
)ast fall's
ing to the subject of last
fall’s tragedy.
Former president George Roche III
resigned last .November
November following
following accusaaccusa
tions he had an affair with his daughter-inlaw, Lissa Roche, which he denied.
According to police reports, Lissa Roche
committed suicide on Oct. 17, 1999.
Rapoport’s
investi
Rapoport's book questions the investigation into Lissa Roche’s
sug
Roche's suicide. He suggests that Lissa Roche did not die by her
own hand, a premise he bases on the
Hillsdale Police Department. Rapoport says
the police department failed to perform
such routine tasks as fingerprinting the
weapon found at the scene, performing a
ballistics test and a gunpowder residue test,
and releasing a complete autopsy
report.
“It
me that the
"It suddenly occurred to .me
book was taking a different turn,”
turn," Rapoport
said. "I
“I realized that what was unfolding was
a much more immediate and important
... that
arts)...that
story (than the subject of liberal arts)
this was information that needed to be
shared.”
shared."

Brigham. Young
Young
Brigham

22 BYU Student
Association
Associati on
blamed for stustu
dents’ voting
dents'
woes

Top news stories from
schools across the country
Oklahoma State
University

SHEEN
B
m o r ie S
heen &
&
BYy AAMORIE
HELLEWELL
E m ily H
e lle w e ll
EMILY

The Daily Universe
Some
(U-W
IRE) PROVO, Utah —
(U-WIRE)
Universiry students have
Brigham Young University
watched the Florida election fiasco with a
little more irritation than others because
they tried to vote and couldn't.
couldn’t.
Liz Johnson, 20, a jun
io r from
junior
communicaOrlando, Fla., majoring in communica
tions, said BYU Student Association has
robbed her of her right to vote.
She registered to vote through the
BYUSA booth in the Wilkinson Student
Center in late September.
Less than a week before Election Day,
Johnson said she received a letter from her
county in Florida that stated her registration
was invalid because the form she filled out
was a photocopy.
John Barton, supervisor of elections in
Baker County, Fla., said Florida would not
accept photocopies of registration forms
because it is against state law.
Johnson said she is upset because the
Florida presidential race is close and she
doesn’t have a say in the results.
doesn't
“This is an instance where a single vote
"This
could matter,”
matter," she said.
Johnson said she feels cheated by
BYUSA because she assumed everything
would be valid.
“You think you could trust them to
"You
know what to do,”
do," Johnson said.
Janeal Thornock, 20, executive director
of civic relations on the Student Advisory
Council, said BYUSA is not to blame for
the rejected registrations.
Although the forms BYUSA gave to
students were photocopies of the national
voter registration application, they could
not be expected to know the policies for all
50 states, she said.

Page 2

3 Attorney may
charge
Oklahomaa State
Oklahom
U. student in·
in
MP3 case
B
u s t i n ]UOZAPAVJCIUS
J u o z a p a v ic iu s
BYy JJUSTIN

Daily O'Collegian
O’Collegian
A 19-A
(U-WIRE) STILLWATER, Okla. —
year-old Oklahoma State University student
h~d his computer seized by university
who had
illegalpolice in September on suspicion of illegal
ly distributing copyrighted songs must now
play the waiting game as the Payne County
District Attorney's
Attorney’s office decides whether to
file criminal charges against him.
Scott 'X'ickberg,
Wickberg, graphics design freshfresh
man, had been operating a file-sharing Web
site that allowed others to log onto it with a
password and download any of the 10,200
MP3 songs in his collection.
After receiving a tip from Recording
Industry Association of America officials,
OSU police obtained a search warrant from
a Payne County judge, and arrived on Sept.
5 at Wickberg’s
illham residence hall
Willham
Wickberg's W
room and seized his computer containing
thousands of mostly live concert recordings.

44

Cornell University

Cornell U.
Asian stustu
dents complain
of abuse

- After
(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. —
chis fall,
four anti-Asian assaults on campus this
far-reach
Cornell University is considering far-reaching curriculum reforms to combat hate.
In mid-September, an Asian female
student was sexually assaulted on campus.
srudent
In the same week, another Asian student
verbally
and four Asian alumnae
alum nae were verbally
harassed. Then, two weekends ago, an Asian
male student was assaulted with racial slurs.
University
Cornell
U
niversity
This week,
President Hunter R Rawlings III issued a
co take greater
statement urging students to
safety precautions and endorsed a series of
secu
proposals designed to increase campus security.
outThe proposals, which were first out
lined in an administration report released
cam
Sunday, include increased security on campus and the possible addition of a diversity
requirement to the curriculum.
requirement'
In his statement, Rawlings wrote,
“Crime and bias are realities in society and
"Crime
confront."
on our campus that we must confront.”
But many students said they were·
were not
satisfied by the anti-bias actions taken by
the university both before and after the
assaults.
frustrated,"
“I
"I am utterly dismayed and frustrated,”
said Cornell junior Mike J. Brown. "If
“If this
anywhere.”
can happen here, it can happen anywhere."
“The
some
"The University has waited for someone to be attacked before finally taking
m
rather than engage in
action against bias, -rather
measures."
preventative measures.”

NewYork
YorkUniversity
University
New

gradu
55ate NYU
uNYpgrad
assistants say
ass1stan!S
yes to union
Washington Square News

(U-WIRE) NEW YORK -— New York
University’s
University's graduate assistants have formed
a union, the first of its kind.
The last hurdle to form a GA union at
NYU was cleared Wednesday, as the
National Labor Relations Board announced
that GAs had voted in April by a margin of
about 20 percent to form a collective bar
bargaining unit under the auspices of the UAW.
LIAW.
GAs approved the union, 597.
597-418.
418.
The election results had been impounded
since the polls closed on April '1,7,
27, after
NYU officials appealed the decision that
allowed the union vote.
rejectNYU’s
NYU's appeal was unanimously reject
ed by the NLRB on Oct. 31.
Union organizers celebrated their vic
vic“ We’re thrilled,"
thrilled,” said the
tory Wednesday. "We're
UAW’s New York director Julie Kushner.
UAW's
Although the union's
union’s make-up will be forfor
malized in the coming weeks, the University
has not yet decided whether it will bargain
with the union. Though the election was
certified by the NLRB, the University
co•mt
boan:l's decision to not count
claims that the boatd’s
295 ballots was wrong and may
m ay have
skewed the election results.
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Sanderson expanding soon

l

I_f":•,(

lawn.
News staff writer
new
Because of the additions, new
heating and air will have to be added
The face of Covenant College is as well.
changing again - in the very near
Currently, the college is planning
planning
future. Expansion of Sanderson Hall is to hold classes in Sariderson
Sanderson throughthrough
expected to begin the Monday after out the construction, director of
graduation this spring.
Physical Plant
Plant Dale Lee said.
Mills
Six new offices with a M
ills Hall- · Construction, however, will not be
class- finished until the fall of 2002, so class
classstyle commons and three new class
rooms will be added on to the existing es and construction will both be going
structure, at an estimated cost of on next year.
$750,000.
Seven other Sanderson expansion
A
ill occur on the plans were ·proposed
will
Al~ll the changes w
proposed before this one
· second floor of Sanderson. The new was approved. One reason for all the
will
ill extend out revisions was that "the
offices and commons w
“the college wanted
from Sanderson 202 toward Kresge all the offices and classrooms to have
Library. The three new classrooms will windows,”
windows," Lee said.
be added to the other side of the
Which professors will get the new
building. The exit at the end of the offices has not yet been decided. Dean
hallway will be enclosed, and the of faculty Dr. Jeff Hall and vice presi
presiwalkway to that entrance will become dent of academic affairs Robert
a hallway, with classrooms off to the Littlejohn will be making that deci
deci. east. That area is currently a strip of sion some time in the future.
B
y SSARAH
a ra h H
opson
HOPSON
BY
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A blueprint
shows the
planned
Sanderson Hall
expansion.
expans10n.
Construction
on new offices
and classrooms
will begin in
May.
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don't let anybody tell you that your
counts. So don’t
does."
vote doesn't
doesn’t count, because it does.”
conM
any Covenant professors seemed less con
Many
confused voters.
cerned about the wait. "This
“This is our third day with
So the Covenant community, like the rest of
I’ve decided I kind of like
three presidents, and I've
the world, had to wait.
it,”
liff Foreman quipped
Cliff
professor Dr. C
English
it,"
And wait.
doesn't make any difference
"It really doesn’t
in a class. “It
And wait.
who we [elect]. We've
We’ve had all three for three days
It was still waiting as of Bagpipe press time.
fine."
we're doing fine.”
and we’re
wouldn't end was the topic of
The election that wouldn’t
History professor Dr. Lou Voskuil said that
discussion across campus last week. Wherever you
he was less frustrated by the recount than by the
went - the Great Hall, classes, the mailroom candidates. “I’m
'Tm more excited about the seven
someone was commenting on the Bush-Gore
inches of rain we got than about the choices we
recount.
election,” he said. He added, however,
M
any students expressed frustration with the had in this election,"
Many
that the tightness of the race made it historic.
delay.
As early as midnight Tuesday, long before a
M
ary Grace Rodgers,
Rodgers; a junior, stayed up
Mary
undeclared:;<JStuwinner
.stu
had been declared and undeclared,
final
a
for
until 4:30 Wednesday morning waiting
mailthe. Carter Hall mail
"What
result that didn't
didn’t come. “W
hat I want to know is dents watching CNN in the
spewhy, with all the technology we have in a society room could tell they were seeing something spe
so focused on instant gratification, can’t
can't we know cial.
the results in states like Florida immediately after
folks,"
“We
"We are part of history right now, folks,”
close?"
the polls close?”
Student Senate vice president Matt Sedhoff said a
“It’s
nerve-wracking," little after 12 a.m. as he peered at an election Web
"It's more annoying than nerve-wracking,”
"The fact that
said freshman Robert Heiskell. “The
this."
“We’re going to tell our kids about this.”
site. "We're
they’re
they're discovering locked ballot boxes [in Florida]
It had been a tumultuous evening, as Gore
makes me that much more distrustful of the was declared early on by CNN as the winner of
American government.”
.
government."
several key battleground states, including Florida.
especially The crowd is the mailroom, which consisted
Students from Florida felt especially
unnerved as the electoral drama played itself out. almost entirely of Bush backers, was nervous and
More than a few Floridians, many who asked not disquieted, with at least one student declaring
to be named, lamented that they had forgotten to that Bush was finished. But then CNN anchors
announced that Florida was being placed back in
vote.
call" category. A roar went up,
"too close to call”
Josh Howell, Covenant’s
Covenant's sophomore class the “too
president, did remember to turn in his Florida followed by several others in the next few hours as
absentee ballot. A strong Bush supporter, Howell Bush took more and more states in the Midwest.
said the wait had him “almost
wit’s end. I
A thunderstorm knocked out the mailroom
"almost at my wit's
want a clear, decisive result and it’s
coming.”
it's not coming."
television a little before 1 a.m., and students filed
Howell said the tightness of the results was a out hoping Bush could prevail in Florida. Days
reminder of the power of political involvement. later, they were still hoping.
“This
"This type of election, every individual vote

“Election night"from
night”from Page 1
1
"Election
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“The
"The result is that they tend to filter themselves
out.”
out."
According to Chapin, the problem Rock City
has experienced is not with
wi_th Covenant students per
se, but with immature and adolescent behavior.
“College
"College students are often old adolescents rather
than young adults,”
“It’s the age
adults," Chapin said. ''.It's
group that’s
problem."
that's the problem.”
Yet Chapin expressed · disappointment with
Covenant students in particular. “These
"These are young
adults who attend a Christian college and make a
profession of faith upon acceptance. It would
seem that they should be expected to behave at a
higher standard than the rest of the populace."
populace.”
“We’ve
"We've had to go to the expense of hiring night
security to protect our property,”
"It
property," Chapin said. “It
Page 3

is disappointing that some of the people we have
stopped attempting to trespass or vandalize are
Covenant College students.'
students.’
“Overall, Covenant College is a tremendous
"Overall,
community asset,”
“The students
asset," Chapin said. "The
and faculty and staff at Covenant add tremen
tremendously to the quality ooff life in our community.
The alumni have contributed to all aspects of
community life in Chattanooga and Lookout
Mountain from participating in sports to other
things like coaching, teaching, and baby-sitting.”
baby-sitting."
Chapin said that Rock C
ity has treasured
City
their relationship with the Covenant College
community and “would
"would like to see it built even
stronger.”
stronger." Rock City offers a significant discount
on the cost of passes for Covenant students, has
contributed to the Covenant basketball team, and
hosts the Psychology Club’s
activiClub's Day of Prayer activi
ties each semester
semester....
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Bush, Gore
battle over
hand recounts
B y ANNE
A nne G
earan
GEARAN
BY
A
sso cia te d Press W
r it e r
Writer
Associated

MIAMI (AP) - After more
than a year of fierce campaigning,
$3 billion in political spending and
travcountless thousands of miles trav
eled, the long road to the W
hite
White
House detoured through a federal
courthouse.
Lawyers
Republican
for
George W
W. Bush want a judge to
stop ballot recounts that could
determine who becomes president.
Bush
At a hearing Monday, lawyers
expectfor Democrat Al Gore were expect
ed to counter that the recounts are proper
under Florida law.
over'With the presidential contest in over
,With
time,
tim<;, both sides think the laborious, ballotby-ballot inspections in heavily Democratic
portions of all-important Florida could favor
Gore.
U
.S.
D
istrict
Judge
Donald
District
U.S.
Middlebrooks, who was nominated to the

say he may seek his own recounts
in some GOP-dominated Florida
counties. Bush also could demand
recounts in close-voting
dose-voting states won
by Gore, such as Iowa, Wisconsin,
Oregon - or too-close-to-call New
Mexico.
The palm trees and high rises of
iami are backdrop
Miami
downtown M
for the unprecedented political
and historical drama playing out
America
nearly a week after Am
erica
thought it would elect its next
president.
Updated voting figures in Florida
gave Bush a 288-vote margin out
of some 6 million votes cast.
Gore leads in the nationwide
popular vote, but
bur the Electoral
College tally is so close that the
eventual winner in Florida is
and Gore supporters exchange pleasantries in Palm Beach County, Florida (Reuters)
hite
White
almost certain to win the W
House.
e n in g a la
w su it o
v e r th
n reso lved p
re si
presiunresolved
thee U
over
lawsuit
bench by President
Preside·n t Clinton, agreed to hear ening
No final answer seemed likely before
e n tia l eelection,
le c tio n , it w
as th
th a t sued
su ed
thee GOP that
was
the Bush camps
camp's claim that the recounts are ddential
balNov. 17, when Florida stops counting bal
first.
unconstitutional.
overlots mailed in from Americans living over
The gist of the Republican claim is that seas.
Bush's claims
The judge will measure Bush’s
Florida's
against four legal tests before deciding the hand recounts in only four of Florida’s
Bush would have to win Oregon, Iowa,
rest for the 67 counties amount to unequal treatment New Mexico and Wisconsin to claim the
whether to step in. The toughest test
14th W
Texas governor appears to be proving that for some Florida residents. The 14th
hite House without Florida - a long shot
White
harm" if Amendment guarantees all Americans equal given that Gore is leading by 5,000 or more
voters would suffer "irreparable
'' irreparable harm”
protection under the law.
the counts go forward.
votes in all those states but New Mexico.
If Bush fails in court, senior strategists
After chastising Democrats for threat
threat-

Local Election Results

ice
office
Hillary wins off
Y
NY
of her own in N
B y J]AKE
a k e BENNETT
B e n n e tt
BY

Dade County Commission
Commisston - District 3

U. S. Senate - Georgia
Z
ell M
ille r
1 ,3 7 4 ,5 5 9
1,374,559
Miller
Zell
M
ack M
attin g ly 925,528
9 2 5 ,5 2 8
Mattingly
Mack
Paul M
acG regor 226,098
6 ,0 9 8
MacGregor
Ben B
allenger
222,758
2 ,7 5 8
Ballenger
Je
ff G
ates
20
,7 21
20,721
Gates
Jeff
12,283
B obby W
ood
1 2 ,2 83
Wood
Bobby
W
in n ie W alsh 11,550
1 1 ,5 50
Winnie

57%
57%
39%
39%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
0%

U. S. House - Georgia District 9
Deal
N athan D
eal
Jam es Harringto
H arrin gto nn
James

181,715
18 1 ,7 1 5
559,790
9 ,7 9 0

75%
75%
25%
25%

Georgia State House - District 1
B
rian Jo
yce
Joyce
Brian
Fred Stephens
Steph ens

66,993
,9 9 3
55,006
,0 0 6

58%
58%
42%
42%

Georgia State Senate - District 53
Jeff Mullis
M u llis
W
aym o n d H
uggin s
Huggins
Waymond

220,159
0 ,1 5 9
16,233
16 ,2 33

55%
55%
45% .
45%

Rex Blevins
Lee R
iddle, Jr.
Riddle,

65%
65
%
35%
35
%

4445
45
26
9
269

Dade County
C o u n ty Board of
o f Education A t Large
At

51%
51%
49%
49
%

N athan Wooten
W ooten 22,018
,0 1 8
oward
H ow
ard Doyle
D oyle 2,122
2,12 2

Dade County Board of Education District 3
John Emmett
E m m ett
C areyee Bell
Careyee

57%
57%
443%
3%

22,557
,5 5 7
1,913
1,913

Dade County Sheriff
Philip Street
Jeff H
artlin e
Hartline

54%
54%
446%
6%

2,505
2,50 5
22,348
,3 4 8

Dade County Superior Court Clerk
Sarah M
oore
Moore
G
uy Sm
ith
Smith
Guy

65%
65
%
35%
35%

2,851
2,851
1,684
1,684
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Politics editor
History
some
Hrstory was made last week in the presidential elections, but something else historic occurred in another election, the New York State
Senate election. First Lady H
illary Rodham Clinton beat Congressman
Hillary
Rick Lazio for New York Senator. The first time ever a first lady ran, let
alone was elected into, a Senatorial office.
pas t.
C linton's past.
This
intriguing, especially concerning Clinton’s
T his is rather intriguing,
electH illary Clinton grew up in Chicago as a Republican.
Republican. She was even elect
ed president of the college's
college’s Young Republicans
Republicans in her freshman year at
Wellesley College.
Then she went to Yale U
University,
niversity, where she met Bill Clinton. After
graduating she moved to Arkansas with him, marrying him in 1975. She
elecstayed in Arkansas until her husband won the 1992 presidential elec
tion.
In December, Clinton announced her campaign for the New York
m Chappaqua, New York. In February
Senate and purchased a house in
she becapie
official resident of New York - without her husband. So
becaJne an official
j~ins the
following in the political footsteps of her husband, Clinton joins
Senate."
Senate:
husInterestingly enough, she is not the only wife to follow in her hus
band’s
band's political steps this year. In Missouri, voters elected to the Senate
Iare
the late Governor Mel Carnahan, who died on October 17. The late
governor beat his long time political rival, Senator John Ashcroft, for the
Senate position. Carnahan’s
Carnahan's wife, Jean, will be accepting the position on
servbehalf of her husband. Jean Carnahan is now one of four widows serv
ing in the place of the late husbands
husbahds in Congress.
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What happen
happened
County??
ed in Palm Beach County
forr
disproportionate share of
How did a liberal
liberal, Jewish district end up casting a disproportionate
o f votes fo
ultraconservative
ative Pat Buchanan?
ultraconserv
B
y JJOHN
o h n LANTIGUA
L a n tig u a
BY

Salon.com
As the nation waits for a recount in
Florida to decide who the next president will
be, all eyes are focused on Palm Beach
County,
Counry, the liberal, Democratic stronghold
that gave Reform Party candidate Pat
Buchanan a surprising 3,407 votes -— more
ultraconservathan three times the votes the ultraconserva
ocher Florida
tive candidate received in any other
county,
counry, and almost 20 percent of his total in
the state.
Three Palm Beach voters sued late last
Wednesday to force another vote in the
balcounty,
counry, alleging that the badly designed bal
lot was illegal and caused Democrats to cast
their ballots for Buchanan when they were
trying
A1 Gore.
crying to vote for Vice President Al
At the end of the day Wednesday, the
Palm Beach County
C ounty mystery
m ystery deepened
balwhen it was reported that
chat over 19,000 bal
lots were nullified for having more than one
hole punched for a presidential candidate.
Political analysts pointed to recent cases
of rampant electoral corruption in Florida,
M iami,
including the last mayoral race in Miami,
chat the state's
raising the possibility that
state’s presipresi
dential vote might also have been sullied.
It’s
It's hard to imagine that liberal Palm
Beach County,
Counry, with its many Jewish voters,
would turn out to be a Buchanan bastion.
harBuchanan is w
idely considered to har
widely
praising
bor an
ti-Sem itic sentiments,
sentim ents, once praising
anti-Semitic

for the recount. M
eanwhile, Florida
Meanwhile,
Attorney General Bob Butterworth, a
cook a
Democrat and close Gore advisor, took
leading role in focusing attention on the
alleged voter irregularities.
At the end of the day Wednesday,
fallBush’s margin over Gore in Florida had fall
Bush's
en to a mere 790 votes, as Palm Beach
County’s
County's recount added nearly 1,000 votes
to Gore's
Gore’s tally.
Meanwhile, the Rev. Jesse Jackson flew
to Miami early Wednesday and led a rally to
protest possible voter fraud and intimidaintimida
tion. Democrats received reports that
African-American voters were harassed by
Counry. "Highway
police in Wakulla
W akulla County.
“Highway Patrol
troopers were stationed outside of those
precincts with lights flashing and ticketing
Parry chair Bob
people,”
people," Florida Democratic Party
"It was bizarre; it
Poe cold
told ABCNEWS.com. “It
was like going back into the early 1900s,"
1900s,” he
said.
Other complaints focused on rural
comVolusia Counry,
County, where Democrats com
plained
Gore’s vote count dipped by
plai.ned that Gore's
10,000 at one point, inexplicably.
But the most explosive complaints
came from Palm Beach Counry,
County, where offioffi
inadcials said that Democratic votes that inad
vertently went to Buchanan could provide
the margin of victory for Gore.
“You
"You look at ballots where people voted
straight Democratic tickets, except chat
that they
voted for Pat Buchanan and that tells you

"an individual of great
Adolf Hitler
H itler as “an
soldier’s soldier in the Great War,
courage, a soldier's
a leader steeped in the history of Europe,
who possessed oratorical powers that could
him."
awe even chose
those who despised him
.” He has
also written admiringly
adm iringly of Nazi Germany's
Germany’s
co counter the Soviet threat.
efforts to
In 1992, the Anti-Defamation League
disre"a disre
charged chat
that Buchanan had shown “a
gard or hostility
toward cho$e
those not like him
hosciliry coward
exerand a consequent displeasure with the exer
disochers ... [a] dis
cise of freedom by these others
pleasure expressed in a 30-year record of
mainintolerance unmatched by any other main
figure."
stream political figure.”
Gore’s
Gore's team dispatched a delegation of
50 workers to Florida to monitor the
recount and to investigate reports of polling
problems, such as the one in Palm Beach.
Former Secretary of State Warren
moniChristopher headed to Tallahassee to moni
tor the vote recount for the Democrats,
while his Republican counterpart, James
admin
Baker, secretary of state in the Bush administration, performed the same dury
duty for the
Republicans.
Bush's
chat a state led by Bush’s
The notion that
brother Jeb holds the key to the election
election is a
twist out of fiction, and raised intense concon
cerns about the fairness of the election. The
network’s flip-flopping predictions about
network's
the Florida outcome throughout Election
Night further heightened
heightened· the mystery. Gov.
Jeb Bush recused himself from responsibility

Confusion at Palm Beach County polls
Some Al Gore supporters may have mistakenly voted for Pat Buchanan
because of the ballot’s design.
___________________
hole casts
Punching the second hole
party.
a vote for the Reform party;

Although
listed
Althoug····~ the Democrats are liste.d
in the column on the left,
second m
hole on the ballot
ballot.
they are the third hole
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something is wrong,"
wrong,’’ said State Sen. Ron
Klein, D-Boca Raton. Klein said he had
been assigned by the Gore-Lieberman
organization to monitor the recount at the
Palm Beach County
Counry Elections Department.
“You also have votes that were disqualidisquali
"You
presfied because people voted twice for the pres
idency. That also indicates that people were
confused. This could be of such magnitude
that legal action could be called for."
for.” He said
that Democrats might seek a court order
refrom a federal judge that would lead to re
polling in the district.
Klein had no firm numbers for how
if
many ballots might have been affected or if
it would be enough to change the outcome
in Florida and the awarding of its decisive 25
electoral votes. Absentee ballots arriving
from outside the country could also affect
the final balance.
con
Republicans branded the polling controversy a ruse. Victorious GOP Rep. Mark
Foley said the Buchanan vote tally, only 0.8
counry, was not
percent of votes cast in the county,
particularly high. He said in his Florida disdis
Parry candidate had
trict race, the Reform Party
drawn 2,651 votes, indicating more Reform
Party voters than anticipated. But
Democratic County
C ounty Commissioner Bert
Aaronson disagreed.
chink we have 3,000 N!tzis
“I
don’t think
Nfcis in
"I don't
County," he said, referring to
Palm Beach County,”
the Buchanan votes.

"You don't have
snippy"'
to get snippy'
B
a n d ra S
o b ie ra j
SOBIERAJ
BYy SSANDRA
Associated Press Writer

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Al Gore s1;,t
set aside
the stoic valedictory written for him by an aide and
picked up the phone. George W. Bush did not take
his call happily. ''You
"Y ou don't
don’t have to get snippy about
this,”
this," Gore spat.
The acid of their
their.•yearlong fight - character
assaults and name-calling, layered onto the ClintonGore defeat of Bush’s
Bush's father in 1992 - boiled over as
Gore, in an underground office at the War Memorial,
insisted that Florida's
Florida’s decisive 25 electoral votes
remained in limbo.
"L et me make sure I understand,”
understand," protested
"Let
Bush, his victory speech in hand. "Y
o u’re calling me
''You're
concession?"
back to retract your concession?”
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush, chastened on Election
Night when it appeared Bush had lost the state, had
just assured his brother it was a done deal. And the
TV networks had already declared Texas Gov. George
W. Bush the 43rd president of the United States.
et me explain something,
something,”" Gore lectured in a
""LLet
stony tone, ""yo
ur YOUNGER brother is not the
your
ultimate authority on this.”
chis."
The conversation, quoted to The Associated
Press by two of the ·20
20 or so people in the room with
abruptly.
Gore and confirmed by a Bush aide, ended abruptly.
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^Paradise Regained^
Finster's Paradise Gardens is like stepping into a
Visiting Howard Finsters
Flannery O'Connor novel
HOWARD
N.. H
B
y N
eal N
o w a rd
NEAL
BY

editor
Features ·editor
“This
'This garden is dedicated to Jesus. He wants you to
it. "
enjoy it.”
So reads the greeting painted outside of Howard
Finster’s
Finster's Paradise Gardens in Summerville Georgia, one of
many sayings or Bible verses painted throughout the gargar
dens. The sayings and verses appear on the side of small
buildings, on the sidewalks and even on an old wrecked
Datsun 210 - which reads "I
“I heard the wreck on the
didn’t hear nobody pray."
pray.”
Highway but I didn't
“junk art,"
art,” as it has come to be
At the center of all this "junk
known, is the 83 year old Rev. Howard Finster. Finster is a
world-renowned folk artist with a permanent exhibit at the
Museum
Smithsonian Institution, as well as one at the High Museum
Sm\tbsonian
in Atlanta. He also has
U
— — —i
designed album covers
' Hi '
i
for the bands the
Talking Heads and
R:E.M.
He is called
v*L. t .
1 toward Finster Man
Howard
f
0off Vision of God and
and
he ·claims
claims that, while
repainting and old
bicycle
bicyde in his garden
one day in 1976, he
received a vision to
paint art. Sacred art.
of
Most
Finsters
Finster's works come
complete with a Bible
verse
or
Biblical
messounding wisdom written at the bottom - and often the mes
sage continues on the back of the work as well. He often
paints apocalyptic scenes of people marching up to heaven,
as well as images of hell. One of his visions of hell warns,
“HELL
PLACE” that comes with "NO
“NO
"HELL IS A HELL OF A PLACE"
COKES.”
COLD COKES."
Finster is originally from this part of the woods. "I
“I lived
M ountain, close to
in Alabama. I was raised over on Sand Mountain,
Sand Mountain,"
M ountain,” he says, and he is familiar with Lookout
M
ountain. "Well,
“Well, I preached from one end of that thing to
Mountain.
City
ity
the other back years ago. Worked in revival, from Rock C
on back this away."
away.”
Finster was a pastor doing lots of revivals in the tri-state
area for many years, but he mostly ministers through his art
how. “W
hen 1I was pastoring churches I asked them one
"When
how.
night what I1 preached on that morning, and they all forgot
·
person."
it except about one person.”
He believes that hi~
his works have a longer lasting effect
for the Bible message.
When asked what he hopes to accomplish through his

Finster's Paradise Gardens like
World’s Folk Art Church Musuem towers above Howard Finsters
The World's
a giant layer cake (above), while birdhouses are scattered throughout the gardens (left).
Below, Rev. Finster holds one ooff his most recent apocalyptic folk art paintings. He hopes his
Neal
eal Howard)
creations will serve as witnesses after the Rapture. (Photos by N
art Finster asks to be handed one of his many end-times
Mark
pieces. He reads the verses on it, John 8:51 and M
ark 13:8.
"sound
“If
Jesus
were
to
tonight,”
he
“sound
his
says,
tonight,"
come
"If
trum
pet right now,
trumpet
you wouldn’t
wouldn't know
what to do. There
would be nothing for
you to do. If you
you'd
weren’t
weren't ready and you’d
cryin'.
be left here, cryin’.
And the dead in Christ
would come out of the
peograve and all the peo
ple you knew that were
buried out there, and
your folks would all be
there. Except they’d
they'd be
going up.
“W
hen they go
"When
up,”
up," he continues,
“God will come and
"God
sound Gabriel’s
trumGabriel's trum
pet and when he sound
that trumpet time will
Page 6

be no more. And then this here,"
here,” he says, holding the picpic
peoture "may
“may be the last chance. For no tellin’
tellin' how many peo
ple will run and get this picture when they see Jesus fixin'
fixin’ to
come and hear Gabriel's
Gabriel’s
trumpet, and run in there
and read this and say,
‘everyone
'everyone that believes
that calls on Jesus’
Jesus' name
shall be saved.'
saved.’ They can
.shall
call on Jesus’
Jesus' name and
be saved. Otherwise if
they just don't
don’t think of
that they’re
they're gone they
ain’t
nothin'. They
ain't got nothin’.
don’t
don't believe in Jesus,
they don't
don’t believe in
hadn't made
Christ, they hadn’t
haven't
the change, they haven’t
gotten ready, they just be
left.”
left."
W
hile talking with
While

lJn
Please see "Finster"
“Finster’ on
Page
7
Pagel
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“Finster"from Page 6
"Finster"ftom
Finster one gets the feel for what Flannery O’Connor
O'Co,:nor meant by saying the South is a Christhaunted landscape.
Though a single theme runs through most of his art, there is no consistent form or
buildstructure to it. He paints on small pieces of wood, shampoo bottles and the sides of build
ings. He does anything featuring animals, some creatures of his own imagination, and has a
life-size painting of Loretta Lynn. Model T Fords and George Washington, as well as Elvis,
are favorites of Finster's.
Finster’s. Interestingly, he still uses these subjects to point to Jesus.
didn't call
“W hen Christ called his disciples,"
disciples,” Finster explains, "he
“he called fisherman, he didn’t
"When
That's
parables.
reveal
nobody from a qualified university. He used common people to
That’s what
people's
get people’s
I
him
using
By
guy.
great
a
I do; I use Elvis because I'm
I’m a fan of Elvis. Elvis was
attention and they read my messages."
messages.”
This strategy, such as it is, has worked for Finster. People travel from afar to see his work
and visit his Paradise Gardens, bringing their own works of folk art to contribute. It is sort
of a burial ground for folk art pieces.
He
H·e began creating his three-acre gardens in 1961 with the purchase of an old church
Church."
"World's Folk Art Church.
that he has turned into the “World’s
The garden has no real pattern or design. Pieces of scrap lay on the ground or in piles.
A small train engine made out of chicken wire and a pile of old rusty bicycles (forty-foot
high and nearly as big around) are among the junk. There are tall cement structures with

glass jars, plates
plate_s - and anything else that may have
been lying around while the cement was drying plastered to them. Old typewriters, refrigerators,
cars, beads, Coke signs, Noah’s
Noah's Art Barn and even
a small ceramic Georgia Bulldog add to the effect.
Completing all of this are verses and bits of
wisdom painted throughout the garden: "You
“You only
look back to see where you come from but victory
is ahead,"
ahead,” and “A
"A living dog is better than a dead
lion. He’s
garden's messages are a
stronger." The garden’s
He's stronger.”
Southern combination of the inane and the
insightful.
buildThere are several little walk-through build
ings, four walls leaning together mostly, with
paintings of various unknowns and Polaroids of
---------------------------nearly anything. There is a mirror with the words
“You are here”
here" painted on it.
"You
To get to Paradise Gardens, one only needs to get off Interstate 75 at the
Ringold/Lafayette exit and head south on State Highway 151, then south on Highway 27.
Anyone in the town of Summerville can tell you how to get to the garden. The hour and a
half drive is nearly as beautiful as a walk through the garden is weird. Admission is $5 and
the garden is open seven days a week. Howard Finster is usually there on Sundays from noon
to 44 p.m.

Howard Finster's
Finster’s
odd creations
include a giant
ceramic boot with
Isaiah 52:6 w
rit
written across the toe
A
. (above right). A
typical Paradise
Gardens building
(left) is decorated
with Bible verses,
paintings, and
Coca-Cola signs.
Finster scribbles
sayings on all sorts
o f objects. A
A
of
wrecked Datsun
2210
1 0 (below) feafea
tures a variety o
off
warnings. "Before
“Before
driving,”
driving," one
reads, "check
“check
under hood and
fenders for time
bombs.”
bombs."
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Okay, so we're
farr
were a little early. But Christmas isn't
isnt that fa
couldnt hurt to
away, and we at the Bagpipe thought it couldn't
gget
et an early start on the merry materialism of
o f the season.
Here are fiv
w ont be shoved
fivee compact discs that probably won't
down you
yourr throat wherever you shop this Yultide season.
They are, we think, all the more worthwhile fo
farr their
relative obscurity in this mass-market age.

Jason Harrod, Living in Skin
BY
B y TOM
T o m OKIE
O k ie

Pop Culture writer

There’s always been something peculiarly attracattrac
There's
tive about the music of Jason Harrod and Brian
Funck. Theyre
They’re not flashy or dramatic, but their music
is somehow mesmerizing. When
W hen they used to play out
in the subways and squares, passersby quickly gathered
i:-i
inro
into curious crowds, captivated by soft harmonies and
simple arrangements.
The Boston duo had been touring full time since
1995 and had released two promising albums {J)reams
(Preams
of
Harrod
o f the Colorblind
C olorblind and H
arrod and
a n d Funck), but just after
the completion of their third album, Live, they
announced a hiatus that
ended in breakup last year.
Funck is now a freelance film
editor in Los Angeles. Harrod
is still singing.
-Harrod's
Harrod’s first full-length
solo album was rumored for
months after the breakup, as
specu
Harrod and Funck.fans speculated about whether he would ·
live up to the duo's
duo’s _legacy.
When
W hen Living
L iving in Skin became
available this spring, it
became clear that he does.
fol
Musically, the album folfoot
lows in the gentle folksy footsteps of the duo. Harrod's
Harrod’s
acoustic guitar work is solid,
and his harmonica is sweet
. and lonesome as always. He's
He’s backed up by a
pedal steel, fiddle, and mandolin that give the
album a definite southern bluegrass flavor. But
it's
it’s Harrod's
Harrod’s voice - a husky tenor hung with Carolina
twang - that fills up the songs. One readily remembers
that Harrod has his roots deep in Appalachia.
The quick-moving opener, "Siren
“Siren Song"
Song” sets the
torie
tone for the album. Confronted with the "hum
“hum and
the
roar" of ugly city life, the speaker declares, "I
the roar”
“I want
heather and moss . .·... I want to get lost."
lost.” The whole
album is pervaded by the same sense of bittersweet
longing. Present situations always seem to leave his
subjects looking to the future for something better.
This sentiment is more explicit in "Waiting
“Waiting for
My
beautiful piece accented by
M y Day,"
D ay,” an achingly beautiful

dreamy pedal steel and Harrod
Harrod’s's melancholy harmonharmon
ica. The speaker feels lonely and disconnected from
his surroundings, but insists, 'Tm
“I’m carefully placed
here, not some castaway."
castaway.” Even so, he's
he’s "aching
“aching for
home,” looking forward to his "day."
“day.”
[his] home,"
"When
“When I Get Home,"
Home,” the next track, is quite a
contrast musically - a foot-stomping bluegrass/folk
number about a rural boy drafted into the army.
Lyrically, though, it's
it’s a whimsical look at the feeling of
longing that runs through the album as a whole. The
speaker is homesick and pining for his girl. "If
“If I can't
can’t
have you in my arms,"
arms,” he declares, "don't
“don’t want no
arms at all."
all.”
It's
It’s on "Looming",
“Looming”, though, that the album reachreach
fea
es its peak. Ironically, it features Funck on backup vocals
and guitar: it's
it’s taken from the
Calvin College concerts that
provided the material_
material for
Live. The song is plodding,
vaguely apocalyptic, and
powerfully
evocative.
"Something is barreling
“Something
down,"
down,” Harrod sings, "The
“The
hard and hungry storm . . .
uproarious and calm."
calm.” The
third verse abruptly shifts to
major key, and Harrod, as if
despairing of life as it is, cries,
"If
you'd just come back right
“If you’d
now, I would gladly go with
you."
you. »
The album closes with
"Carolina",
“Carolina”, a favorite from Live in the spirit of
Simon and Garfunkel's
Garfunkel’s "Homeward
“Homeward Bound"
Bound” or
James Taylor's
Taylor’s "Goin'
“Goin’ to Carolina":
Carolina”: the song of
a lonely traveler, wanting only to be home. This time,
though, without Funck's
Funck’s guitar and baritone harhar
monies (Claire Holley substitutes her own clear back
backup vocals), Harrod sounds more plaintive and forlorn.
Harrod shows a lot of promise in his solo debut.
The mysterious beauty that quietly compels the listenlisten
er's
er’s attention is here as it was in the duo's
duo’s work, but
Harrod continues to develop a more traditional style
of his own. Even at its most traditional, though, it
does not lack for creativity.·
creativity. There's
There’s a depth here that
bears repeated listening.
·

A

I
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Richard Buckner, The H
Hill
ill
B y CHRIS
C h ris A
m m ons
BY
AMMONS

Pop Culture staff writer
Loss is a familiar theme in song, one as old as the song format. But
somehow humankind never tires of ir.
it. After all, what could be more
universal ofa
of a theme than loss (other than love, which seems to precede
said theme and thus falls into it, sort of)?
Richard Buckner has made a career writing and singing about loss,
He’s considered one of the finest
and has got the credentials to merit it. He's
songwriters since Bob Dylan and is one of the most inventive album
album
makers roots music has ever seen. The Hill, Buckner's
Buckner s fourth album to
date, co•ntinues
continues the inventive recording and themes of loss, only this
time in a slightly different fashion.
Buckner recently
made his new music
home
at
label
Overcoat Recordings,
an Chicago based
independent label.
The move from
major to indie label
brought with it_
it more
artistic freedom, thus
enabling Buckner to
test some new waters.
The Hill
H ill was for
the most part recordrecord
ed by Buckner him
himself on an 8strack
8-track in a
"secret location."
“secret
location.” It
still has the same dark moodiness found on his
last two releases. The album is composed of
many songs but has only one track: all the songs
bleed into the next and many vocal songs are
segued in and out by instrumental pieces.
.W
While
hile Buckner still composed the music himself.
himself, the lyrics are
from a book of poetry by Edgar Lee Masters entitled The Spoon
taken from.
River Anthology. The basic premise of the book is this: a series of charchar
acters are speaking from the grave about the ways they died, or the
speakers are refkcting
reflecting on the death of a loved one. Buckner strings these
stories together in an overarching study of the subject of death, the
greatest loss of all.
The first lyrics heard are, ‘At
"At first I suspected something/ she acted
so calm and absent minded/
... ", a man telling of confronting his wife
minded/...”,
regarding her affair, only for him later to tell the listener, "All
“All I could
say was 'don't,
‘don’t, don't,
don’t, don't!'
don’t!’ as he aimed and fired at my heart".
heart”. From
here the listener is sucked in, curious as to the tales which might unfold.
And unfold they do. Death makes way for many strange and
AJ:id
intriguing tales as well as matters spiritual inin nature, and both are
explored here. Tales of suicide and murder abound as well as contemcontem
plations of faith and fate, and studies of (as the title of Buckner'.s
Buckner’s secsec
ond album says) "devotion
“devotion and doubt."
doubt.”
While
W hile these stories ofloss
of loss are explored the listener is not left withw ith
out hope, for s/he is reminded of the fact that only in earthly death is
one truly free, and in that regard "death
“death is better than life."
life.”
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Ryan Adams, Heartbreaker

Bjork,
Selmasongs
Bjork,Selmasongs
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Pop Culture writer
Icelandic
singer
Bjork
Bjork
Gudmunosdottir, globally recognized for
her distinct voice and unique musical talent,
once again synchronizes her wild style and
creative musical gift into her newest work,
Selmasongs. As recently seen in theaters,
Bjork takes on the starring role of Selma in
Dancer
the brilliantly mastered film D
ancer in the
Dark
Dark,, for which the soundtrack Selmasongs
was created.
From the beginning, Bjork worked
with the sole intent of creatcreat
ing the films
film's music. This
process took a year of her
timei months of
life, and at times
isolation at a peak of a
mountain. During this time
it would not be rare to find her on hourlong hikes in the snow until the rhythms of
nature filled her with an inspiration for a
song. It was here, in the midst of her music,
that her love for the character Selma grew,
until finally she conceded to take on the
role.
Cannes' Best-Actress award
Winning
W inning Cannes’
has brought Bjork’s
Bjork's name into the film
world, but as her fame in movie making
grows, so does her restraint towards
cowards film.
Bjork claims that her "mission
“mission in life is
music,”
music," and there is probably no hope that
we should see another featured film with
this “naturally-born’’
"naturally-born" actress/musician.
Her passion for music is brought with
her in the production of Dancer, creating an
ingenious relationship between music and
actress. The most intriguing aspect of this
relationship with music is held between the
movie and the actual soundtrack. Although
songwriters for films these days seem to be
less and less concerned with relating the
content of their songs to the effectiveness of
the movie, Bjork takes a much different
approach. Outside the context of the movie,
Selmasongs does not seem to have a great
getdeal of meaning. This might take some get
gratifyting used to, but it provides a more gratify
ing experience for those who have viewed
the movie.
The soundtrack itself, however, cannot
go without praise as it induces the mind to
madBjork's mad
wonder at the method behind Bjork’s
ness. As thought is put into music, simple
everyday noises, such as the
cliuging and
rhe cling;ng
clanging of an industrial factory, transform

A
A

Ryan Adams, aa Raleigh-born maverick of Americana altcountry music, recently planted his first solo EP. 1I first held the
fifteen-track endeavor in my twisted up hands on a rainy eve in
venthe record store (when my heart felt like breaking). The solo ven
ture has been properly labeled Heartbreaker.
Denizens of Americana know that the music concerns the
day-to-day pathos and tragedies
tragedies· that cause each one of us to
linger, if only for a quick second, in our
now-nonexAdam's now-nonex
introspective minds. Adam’s
istent band Whiskeytown released their
Stranger'ss
debut in 1994 and then released Stranger’
Almanac in 1997 when Adams was 22.
Right after a re-release of Faithless Street
the band broke up. Adams claims in a
Rolling Stone article by Richard Skanse
that he never wanted to be the frontman
of the band but got tossed into the moving
gears without a full-assent of the heart.
Like all of Adam's
Adam’s records, the catalyst
for Heartbreaker was a miserable break-up
6reak-up
with a girl, this one occurring during his
recordstay in New York. The album was record
ed in Nashville where Adams was .able
able to
snatch icons like Emmylou Harris, David
Rawlings, and Gillian Welch to succor
him in his instrumental and voice needs.
Track one is a thirty-eight second
argument betwixt David Rawlings and Adams concerning
the Morrissey song Suedehead.
Suedebead. Manchester-born Morrissey
num(alternative pop/rock boy) put the Suedehead track as num
ber seven on Viva H
ate and thirteen on Bona Drag. The
Hate
the rammild squabble provides an ingenious opening for tne
bunctiously nostalgic second rune
tune that was co-written by
Rawlings.
Tearjerkers and charismatic depressors make up the album as
Adams rides the low gutturals of a somehow joyful anguish.
feelMee Up is a banjo-ridden, harmonica-driven, feel
Come Pick M
ing sorry for myself kind of soothing rocker. AMY, in my opin-

ion, stands out as being divergent from the other tracks. The
doesn't rise
melody contains nuances of an alt-British sound that doesn’t
and fall at the same intervals as do the other songs. Country
Country
music celebrities like Tom Petty continue to flinch at the desolate
sway of Adam’s
Adam's guttural voice.
full of the
As it was in Whiskeytown’s
Whiskeytown's Almanac, the rise and fall
pedal-steel/guitar combinations is simply unclassifiable. The
instrumental/melodic combinations that Adams comes up with
intertwine so well. There is something uncanny about mixing two seemingly unmixable elements into one entity and Adams has
a knack for mastering this art, not just once, but over and over
again in his songs.
(The dialectic
between ,complexity
complexity and simplicity in
music is dealt with and overcome nnatu
aturally by Adams).
Shakedown on 9th Street shows an
amazing combination of rock and roll,
extraordinary lyrics, and swell melody in
Adarp croons; "he
the bridge as Adam
“he started
fighting, I was screaming for him // boots
It's a motivatall dirty, sexy, and thin”.
motivat
thin". It’s
ing kind of kaleidoscopic sound.
Jeff Inman quotes from the magazine,
“If there was ever a
Las Vegas Weekly; "If
defrecord for loneliness, Heartbreaker is def
initely it”.
it". If there is any part of you
that feels any lonliness
!onliness at all, this album
will bring it to the top.
Adams has exercised different parts of
his musical personality in his lifetime.
He started out playing in punk bands, his most recent
being Patty Duke Syndrome. He will continue to don
the rock world as he plans on a second solo EP coming
out sometime
off a
sornetime in the fall. He wants it to be more o
band affair. With Heartbreaker, Adams really got to the
underbelly of his music. Now that he has proved that even at the
core of the music there exists raw talent, he takes on his next solo
album as more of a collaborative work. Around the same time,
Whiskeytown will come out with a new album, Pneumonia, that
band's break-up.
was recorded before the band’s
So Adams continues his adventure as a sacerdotal musician,
and the new album
album only proves his potential.
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Modest Mouse, The Moon & Antarctica
philoThe M
oon &Antarctica is not for the philo
Moon

appreciation of the musical creativity of The
"A Perfect
M
oon & Antarctica. M
usically, “A
Musically,
Moon

sophical fence-sitter. The cynical and selfeffacing lyrics cannot be brushed aside as
merely a tool
cool to assist the music in moving
lyrialong its creative course; it is clear that lyri
Brock's
cist Isaac Brock’s
desire is for the lis
listener to feel his pain
and his contempt for
himself and others.
The third track,
“Dark
"Dark Center of
Universe,"
the
Universe,”
most
clearly
shows
these
themes in the
ell it
"Well
lyrics: “W
worl<.
took a lot of work
cook
a-- that
to be the a—
am,"
I am
,” and "Well
“Well
someGod said some
didn't
thing but didn’t
everyit// every
mean it
one’s
one's life ends but no one ever
completes it./
it.I Dry or wet ice, they
both melt and you’re
you're equally
cheated."
cheated.”
The tension in hearing this album lies
between the toleration of nihilistic, and
sometimes blasphemous themes, and the

Disguise” (with the use of a banjo and a steel
Disguise"
lap guitar) and “Lives”
"Lives" (using violins) stand
out as exceptionally creative pieces; but on
the flip side of the coin, "Lives"
“Lives” is one of the
blafew tracks that bla
tantly defies a loving
God w
hile leaving
leaving
while
no alternative for
happiness: "My
“M y hell
comes from inside/
comes from inside
myself/ W
hy fight
Why
Everyone’s
Everyone's
this?/
afraid ooff their own
lives/ If you could be
anything you want/ I
disapyou'd
bet you’
d be disap
Am
pointed/
I
right?”
right?"
While
W
h ile Modest
Mouse has not sold
out as far as creative
integrity goes, there
is little to be commended in the lyrical
content of the latest release from this
philosophically disappointing band. If
la," The Moon
"fa la la,”
all that Brock sang was “fa
purchas& Antarctica would be well worth purchas
ing; but as it stands, he doesn't.
doesn’t.
M
usically: A. M
orally: D.
Morally:
Musically:

Mouse's albums,
As with all of Modest Mouse’s

B
y J]ACK
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e t e r so n
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BY
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Has Modest Mouse sold out? After four
full length albums released on indie labels
invensuch as Up and Suicide Squeeze, the inven
tive three piece has signed to the super-label
Epic Records to record their June 2000
release The M
oon & Antarctica. Rest assured
Moon
Mandy
that label of Celine Dion, M
andy Moore,
and Ginuwine has not spoiled the angstfilled, desolate indie-rock that the fans of
Modest Mouse have grown to love.

into a complete orchestrated musical, which
is seen redundantly throughout the movie.
In II've
’v e Seen It All, for example, Selma
breaks out into song as the rhythm of the
passing train behind her provides not only
the beat of the music within the song, but
realiry
Selma's reality
also the transition between Selma’s
and the fantastical world of musicals into
which she so often escapes. Bjork, once
again, defies all odds in delivering not only
an amazing performance but astounding
music as well.
Selmasongs is out in scores
stores and includes
Radiohead’s
Radiohead's Tom Yorke in a special version
’v e Seen It All.
of II've
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A BusBus-full
Philosophers
full of Philosophers
Covenant sends 51 students to the Wheaton Philosophy Conference
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R editor
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I
Ii

Picture with me, if you can, a bus full of aspiring
philosophers and theologians cruising down the interstate
“masters of all knowledge."
knowledge. Throw in
accompanied by two "masters
an “Openness”
"Openness" rap by Peter Gay, a few card games and
countless discussions, and you have an idea, albeit fuzzy one,
ro Illinois last month for the
of the entourage that headed to
47th annual Wheaton Philosophy Conference.
inexperiHaving been two times in the past, first as an inexperi
enced transfer and then as a overconfident junior, I decided
that this time I would go simply to enjoy myself, perhaps a
sign of
“senioritis” setting in. (If any of you find it strange to
of"senioritis"
"enjoyconference" and “enjoy
associate the concepts "philosophy
“philosophy conference”
'cil you try it.) Also, the
ment”
don’t knock it ‘til
ment" I can only say, don't
theme of this year’s
year's conference, Divine Providence, appeared
far more compelling than last, so I had high expectations.
Apparently the topic of discussion caught the eye of the
biblical studies department as well,
wdl, for the philosophy ranks
were swelled by a substantially large representation of our
numheavenly-minded colleagues.
colleagues. In the final · count we num
bered 51 students, the largest group of
C ooven
v e n aan
n tt
students ever to attend. Thankfully (and wisely), Ors.
Drs.
McLelland and Davis decided to charter a bus in order to
Mclelland
accommodate the great number of students interested in
attending.
6: 15 a.m., our bus pulled out of
Jtt~nding. So on Oct. 26 at 6:15
Maclellan circle and onto the road chat
that would lead us to
greater wisdom.
The Wheaton conference did not lack in its wealth of
attention to
to philosophical detail and theological wrangling.
ber,veen three current
Much of it was a large-scale debate between
philosystems competing for dominance in the Christian philo

sophical and theological world.
However, of all the new insights that I gained while on this
trip, two struck me as being particularly profound. First,
over
there is an overwhelm
ing need
whelming
for
Reformed
curvoices in the cur
rent debates in
philosChristian philos
secophy. And sec
ondly, though still
a student, I am
able to have an
impact right now.
So often durdur
confering the confer
ence, I absolutely
cringed at the ddef..
ef
and
initions
assumptions of
R e f o r m e d
Reformed
chat were
thought that
This is not the bus Covenant
presented in the
Wheaton
College last month.
lectures. This lack
of understanding
co a
is largely a result of the failure of those of us who hold to
Reformed interpretation of the world to clearly explain and
provide reasons for our beliefs. There is a great need for
commuthoughtful Reformed opinion in the philosophical commu
nity.
The conference made this
chis point amazingly clear.
Philosophers who align themselves with a consciously
Reformed understanding
underst~nding of God and his creation, must be

How shall w-e
we then pray?
HowJohn
john Sanders presents three options at Wheaton
The second theory, Molinism, is based
the. writings of Luis de Molina, a Jesuit
on the
theologian and philosopher. Essentially,
“mid
chat God has "midAt
the
W
heaton
Philosophy Molinism is the doctrine that
Wheaton
knowledge" which is His knowledge of
Conference this
chis year, John Sanders opened dle knowledge”
freedom.”"
"counterfactuals of creaturely freedom.
up the first full day of
lectures with his paper the “counterfactuals
oflectures
Thomas
Flint
defines
these
counterfactuals
entitled "Mapping
“M apping the Terrain of Divine
enticled
B] that tell God
"conditionals [if A, then BJ
Providence.” Setting the stage for the rest of as “conditionals
Provideoq:."
how
any
who
or might exist
does
creature
the conference, Sanders ouclined
outlined the major
would
act
in
any
of
circumstances
set
ace
freely
God's
traditionalist positions concerning God’s
in
which
that
creature
could
be
created and
providence. The three key positions disdis
ss of this
chis knowledge,
b~·=
free." On the b-’cussed
were
Augustinian/Calvinism , left free.”
move- God then arranges all circumstances to
Molinism, and the Openness of God move
bring about his ends and purposes, while
ment, the last of which Sanders defended.
otheraces freely (i.e. could have done other
First, the Augustinian/Calvinist view man acts
Molinism’s goal is to maintain a liblib
holds that God is exhaustively sovereign, - wise). Molinism's
ertarian
doctrine
of
human
while
freedom
everytimeless -and immutable. God knows every
provibecause_ preserving a risk-free and meticulous provi
thing that will occur in the future because
dence.
He has foreordained it, not on the basis of
moveFinally, the Openness of God move
his creatures’
creatures' actions, but according to His
·his
affirms
libertarian
will
while
free
ment
nor
cake risks,
no~ take
divine will. God does not
God's immutability, timelessness,
does he change his mind. Petitionary prayer denying God’s
is a secondary means by which God brings and exhaustive foreknowledge. Instead,
about his plans, and election is based solely
“Sanders ” on Page 11
11
Please see "Sanders"
on God’s
decree.
God's gracious decree.
R. C
lu tc h e r
CLUTCHER
F&R writer

ready to ardently defend the claims they make. For example,
presPaul Helm, the keynote speaker and primary Calvinist pres
ence among the
th~ invited lecturers, did not always adequately
distinguish himself from the other
positions.
For example, as Calvinists, we
do not agree with the Openness of
God movement that God subjected
Him self to the constraints of time in
Himself
order to express His love for us.
God’s
God's love is evidenced most clearly
in the Incarnation of the Word and
the redemption of His people. Nor
do we agree with the Molinsts that
God is subject to a set of truths
(counterfactuals) that has its origin
outside of Himself. Our
O ur starting
starting
chat the God of the Bible
premise is that
is subject to nothing except His own
dis
nature. It is in these and similar dischat Reformed theology
cussions that
must emphasize its uniqueness.
students took to
However, it is not necessary to
w
ait until graduation, or after
wait
achieving a masters degree, or even a
doctorate, to begin the process of refining and developing a
coherent and plausible presentation of Reformed philosophy
and theology to the watching world. If done with excellence
ility (as commanded in Scripture), we can impact
humility
and hum
furthose around us, while yet acknowledging our need for fur
ther learning.

Openness
ess of God:
Openn
Ultimately
Incoherent?
rent?
tely Incohe
Ultima

B
y E
m ily
EMILY
BY

Page 10

Openness that it "is
“is an attempt to provide a
Openness_
more
biblically
faithful,
rationally coherent,
F&R writer
and practically satisfying account of God
Consider this set of claims: God could and the divine human relationship from
tradition."
have made the world in such a way that he within this tradition.”
The definition looks fairly innocent at
risked nothing. He could have known how
decree first glance. However, the more rationally
the future would turn out simply by decreedidn’t. le
It was far more imporimpor coherent libertarianism becomes the less
Bue he didn't.
ing it. But
tant to God that we freely respond to his biblically faithful it will be. To see this, take
overtures of
love. This entails the possibilipossibili a brief look at another theological system
oflove.
ty that we might reject God altogether.
altogether. indebted to the tenets of libertarianism.
Arminianism came about as an objec
objecTherefore, God does not know whether
anyone will respond to him in faith until tion to the idea that God determines who
will be saved. It was summed up in the five
someone actually
actually does.
important part of articles of the Remonstrance. These are:
These views are an ii:nportant
1. God elects to salvation those whom
the theology known as the Openness of
he
foresees
will persevere
persevere in their faith in
theGod. John Sanders, a proponent of this the
Jesus.
long-standory, says that
"arises out of the long-stand
chat it “arises
2. Jesus died for everyone but this only
libering stream of tradition which affirms liber
benefits
those
chose who believe in him.
tarian freedom...”
freedom .. ." Libertarianism asserts
one can will to do anything good
No
3.
that
a
particular
human
is
free
only
if
action
chat
the individual could have refrained from
that action. Sanders goes on to say of
Please see "Openness"
“Openness ” on Page 11
11
chat
B
y K
e v in C
o u rte r
COURTER
KEVJN
BY
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Clinton,, Savior of the World?
Bill Clinton
over into the Atonement, and claims that for Christ to have exist, there may be one in which Christ is present having
person's human nature.
made a full propitiation for our sins, Christ must have been assumed any given person’s
F
& R writer
F&R
theoloFlint’s
paper
represents
what happens when bad theolo
Flint's
Biblically
remain
to
able to sin, but did not. Flint attempts
gy
begets
consistent
philosophy,
an
altogether
yielding
As explained in other articles, Molinism is the doctrine sound by claiming that the freedom to sin resided in
hrist’s assumed human
"Christ's
that attempts to keep maximal libertarian free will while still “C
nature," and that God, using
holding to a thorough and meticulous divine providence. nature,”
"freedom
Thomas Flint, a leading ,Molinist
M olinist advocate, read a paper at his knowledge of “freedom
creatcircumstances”
creat
circumstances"
retaining
"radithe Wheaton Philosophy conference suggesting some “radi
cal”
cal" implications for the doctrine of the incarnation. To sum ed that world in which the
in one question, could the Son of God have assumed nature that Christ assumed
it up i~
the nature of any human being, Bill Clinton perhaps, or would not sin. So because the
Son of God assumed that par
pareven you or I?
M olinism is that for man to·
to ticular human nature which
A central presupposition of Molinism
be held responsible for his sin, he
have chosen to do it was placed in circumstances in
must'have
h~ must
freely, i.e. have been able not to sin. Tom Flint carries this which it would not sin, the
atonement was
“Openness”from
10
"from Page 10
"Openness
possible.
It is at this
because of natural corruption. is to know. But since the future
point that Flint
Regeneration is needed to overover does not yet exist, God cannot
goes down some
ride
this
corruption.
corruption. know what the future holds. Just
very · strange
Regeneration precedes,
precedes_ faith.
like God cannot know what a
paths. He argues
4. The effects of regeneration square triangle looks like, he can
can that since every
neces- not know the future. Neither
can be resisted. It does not neces
human nature is
sitate faith.
AJPTV
exists.
assumable, and
m
5. Those who have faith in
W
hile
this
may
be
philo
philo·
While
it is possible that
Jesus are given enough grace to
biblisophically plausible, it fails bibli
persevere.
a world exists in which the .Son of God alarming conclusion. It shows how a seemingly minor
p,<;(severe.
sufcally. Isaiah 46:9-11 should suf
end.
to
the
Clinton's adjustment in thinking can result in grossly erroneous end.
According
assumed yours, mine, and even Bill Clinton’s
fice as a counter-example.
Bill
There
is
no
possible
world
in
which
Clinton
(or
Remonstrance, corrupt people do
is
human
nature,
yet
still
not
sin.
This
'this
si~.
did
“Remember
"Remember the former
incarnate
ill. Regeneration
will.
you
or
I,
that
matter)
could
have
been
the
world
a
not have a free w
created
for
possible
have
could
God
since
things, those of long ago; I am
in which all the circumstances were such that Word of God, for there is no possible world in which God
gives people libertarian freewill, God, and there is no other; I am because now they are presented God, and there is none like me. I
the assumed human nature of Christ (Bill could have sinned.
with the choice to either believe
Clinton’s,
mine, yours) did not sin. Further,
Clinton's,
make known the end from the
in Christ or not to believe in beginning, from ancient times,
this
means
that if other possible worlds do
times,
Christ. Thus, libertarian free will what is
still to come. I say: My
·
demands that those who believe purpose will stand, and I will do
phic or metaphorical all too readily. On the other
have the freedom to stop believ
believ- all that
“Sanders”from Page 10
10
"Sanders"from
I please. From the east I
hand, he accuses them of often abusing passages such
ing.
ing.
summon a bird of prey; from a
God is everlasting t.lirough
through time, experiencing the as Romans 9. In contrast, the Openness of God
However, all forms of
far-off land, a man to fulfill my
unfolding of history with us. God knows the events movement seeks to find the plain literal meaning of
Arminianism
Atminianism today go beyond purpose.
hat I have said, that
What
purpose. W
of the future which he has directly caused (such as Scripture. Passages such as Isaiah 55 (God is surprised),
this definition and claim that will I bring about; what I have
Christ’s
Christ's return), but for the most part, he views the Genesis 6:6 (God is sorrowful over his creation), and
faith precedes regeneration. No - planned, that will I do.”
suggen- Exodus 32:14 (God changes his mind) seem to sug
do."
future in terms of possibilities. However, God is gen
longer are people so corrupt that
gest
a
dynamic
God,
a
immutably
one,
a
or
static
not
erally
sovereign
in
that
he
permits
and
allows
events
Although
Openness
they cannot do some good on Theology does improve on the
to occur. Because nothing is foreordained, God's
God’s deci
deci- God of possibility and risk, not of heavy-handed
their own. Libertarian freewill has rational
sions are directly influenced by how his creatures act determination.
coherence
of
According to Sanders, the practical implications
been granted to everyone. Thus, Atminianism,
and pray.
Arminianism, it is unable to ade
adeGod's people.
After describing these traditionalist views, of the Openness view are comforting to God’s
God does not determine who the quately reconcile libertarian free
Petitionary
prayer
is
effective;
man
has
a genuinely
went
into
further
the
why
explaining
detail
Sanders
elect are; he merely knows who will and God's
Gods sovereignty, specif:
specif
reciprocal
relationship
with
the
ability to
and
God
Openness ooff God
Ggd model of divine providence
they are. But, a future that can be ically God’s
God's ability to guarantee
God’s
decisions.
Further,
easy
to accept
is
it
God's
influence
"[It] is an attempt to provide a
deserves support. “[It]
known must have been deter- ·• his final victory over Satan.
the
Biblical
teaching
of
man’s
responsibility
moral
man's
more biblically faithful, rationally coherent, and prac
pracmined. This is where the greater
The failure of Openness and
tically satisfying account of God and the divine because man freely chooses his actions. Finally, the
rational coherence of Openness all related theologies is the failure
"work out salvation with fear
human relationship.”
relation- view gives incentive to “work
relationship." Openness of God is a relation
Theology steps in.
trembling” (Phil. 2:12).
of libertarian free will. This idea
al theology, beginning with Trinitarian God who and trembling"
Because libertarian free will cannot be rationally maintained
In sum, the Openness of God movement is one
wants to have relationships with his creatures.
is incompatible with any kind of while also holding an orthodox
Sanders affirms that the only way human beings can based on love. Sanders explains, while God remains
determinism, it follows that not view of God. The human will is
lib- unchanged in essence, love, wisdom, and power, God
be in a reciprocal relationship of love is through lib
even God knows the future. free, but not because it could
ertarian freedom. Love cannot be forced. In addition can and does change in his relationship towards us in
regard to his thoughts, actions and emotions. God
to that, in order for God to truly love human beings,
However, in fairness to the have freely chosen to do other
otherpersonmust be all of this for the sake of achieving a person
he
must
be
willing
to
take
into
account
the:r
ac
tions,
actions,
the'r
Openness Theology proponents, wise. Rather, it is free because
al loving relationship with His creation. According to
desires
and
prayers.
they can still say that he is all people choose to do that which
Augusti111an/Calvinists for Sanders, this must be the God of the Bible.
Sanders critiques the Augustiiuan/Calvinists
knowing. Omniscience js
is simply they want to do.
interpreting passages of Scripture as anthropomor
anthropomordefined as knowing all that there
B
y JJOSIAH
o s ia h R
oe
ROE
BY
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VChrist. He closed his first paragraph by raising the question, the Savior.
-;Christ.
As my eyes wandered over the walls, I glanced up at sevsev
me?"
“Could the Word of God become incarnate in you, or me?”
"Could
P&R
P&R writer
whece
"Hey,
him,
eral
landscapes
on
the
wall
and
asked
“Hey,
where
were
squirmseen
be
could
Many of the students and professors
squirm
taken?" He went on to explain that they were
club's ing in their chairs as he presented these implications of his those pictures taken?”
A few weeks ago, I heard about the philosophy club’s
taken
on
one
of
his many mission trips to Honduras, where _
upcoming trip to the Wheaton philosophy conference. Like radical Molinist view.
As I heard these lectures, and others discussing related hurricane damage has recently plummeted the country into
most underclassmen, I am still not perfectly decided on my
poverty." He
"fourth world poverty.”
opportuni- topics, I became somewhat uncomfortable with the entire what he said has been called “fourth
"This will be a great opportuni
choice of major. I thought, “This
in
pointed
to
children
the
pictures
that
he
remembered
little
situation.
I
Calvinist
I
believe
it
to
be
the
Biblical
and
a
am
ty to hang out with some of the philosophy professors and
minby
name,
and
told
me
group
was
able
to
help min
his
how
view
I
I
position.
Then
how,
wondered,
was
to
this
vast
students. And maybe if the Lord is very gracious, I will learn
in-deed.
in
ister
to
them
word
and
in
deed.
about
things
believe
there." majority of people around me that
a little bit about the providence of God while I am there.”
As he continued to discuss the work he was a part of, I
God's
God’s nature that are
grawas
T
he Lord
gra
The
completely opposed to could sense even in the tone of his voice the love he had for
cious and blessed me
my own views and my these people. He had not just gone and forgotten about
in both of these things
ha~
Isn't them, escaping back into the comforts of prosperity we haw
traditions? Isn’t
own
immensely.
sufeven suf
in
the
United
He
was
remembering
them,
States.
Christ
the
church
of
As it stands now I
fering
them,
despite
the
fact
that
he
was
thousands
of
with
to
supposed
be
one
in
am but a lowly freshaway.
miles
Spirit?
mind and in
m
ar English major, so
mar.
philoHere was a young man that possessed no great philo
As
I asked these quesques
being in tne
the presence
fact
in
God;
of
tions, I began to feel sophical wisdom concerning the providence
o
any intelligent
many
off m
wasn’t even sure what he believed concon
some disdain for those he told me that he wasn't
stu
professors and stuhim
cerning
the
topic.
Yet
myself
highly
admiring
him
found
I
who
with
disagreed
intimdents was fairly intim
and
very
humbled
by
the
faith
of
this
brother
of
mine,
even
position.
minority
7
my
0
..
0
.
,. ;. . j' .~
4~ i__J
. ~"' . -,t..,,,,."}g
¾,., ... ¾.,,:
idating at times. This
At the end of with such a sharp disagreement between our views.
was especially true
It has always been difficult for me to find the balance
the second day, as I
prosince Covenant pro
between
loving and fighting for pure doctrine and accepting
dorm; I became somewhat distressed
Mclelland represented was headed back to the dorm,
fessors Dr. Bill Davis and Dr. Reg McLelland
sobe1frHg
about these and other issues. When I got back to my room, Christians who hold differing views. It was quite sobering
half of the Calvinist contingent present at the conference.
man?" I to hear the conference presentations and realize that even
"So how did the conference go, man?”
M
any of the views presented at the conference forced my host asked me, “So
Many
feelings
and
went
on
to
my
thoughts
concerning
the these men, including some of the most intelligent thinkers
explain
ab_out what the Calvinist position
me to think long and hard about
“So what exactly is the in the Christian community, cannot come to a consensus
God's whole situation. He replied, "So
taught, especially as it contrasted the other views of God’s
Calvinist
again?”
I
began
to explain my views to concerning the nature of our God. Thankfully, it is when
again?"
position
providence. It got somewhat feisty in the conference hall at
evi
almost
him,
and
we
continued
to
talk
for
three hours. We our mind and intelligence fails us that our faith is most eviFlint's lecture entitled
times, especially during Dr. Thomas Flint’s
dent;
for
then,
we
must
trust
the
Lord
with
all
our
heart
in
talked
about
Calvinism
for
about
twenty
and
then
minutes,
The Possibilities of the Incarnation, which raised questions
not on our own understanding.
concerning different possible worlds and the incarnation of our conversation broadened to our own personal walks with and lean nof
B y BENJI
B e n ji SWINBURNSON
S w in b u rn s o n
BY
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P
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Maclellan Hall resident director John David Bower reads a Tolkien novel (above) as he
waits in line for Madrigals tickets on Nov. 3. The
The line for tickets stretched out from the
chapel toward Carter Hall, as students braved wind and rain to hold their place. (Photos
Mesh)
by Aaron Mesh)_
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The Magnificent 53
year that the school has hiked the cost of mountain matriculation.
It almost sounds like a humorous personal ad:
try to attract extra students
Small, delightful
d elightfu l mountain
m ountain college seeks 53 bright, engaging stustu It seems incongruous for Covenant to tty
dmts
fall
Reformed
four-year
dents ffor
o r fa
ll semester. School wishes to pprovide
rovid e R
eform ed fou
r-year at the same time it makes it more difficult for them to come. And
there’s a danger that Covenant is beginning to
education; students should be willing
w illin g to ppay
a y the (slightly raised) on a wider scale, there's
price itself out of the PCA, becoming too expensive for the stustu
tuition. Intrigued?
In trigued? Call (706) 820-1560. Please call
ca ll soon.
Covenant’s existence.
But the situation facing Covenant College is deadly serious. dents that have long been the staple of Covenant's
At the Board of Trustees meeting last month, Covenant president Covenant is quickly pricing itself as an upper-echelon liberal arts
that’s such a wise idea.
Frank Brock announced that a decreased enrollment next year - college, and the Bagpipe questions whether that's
* Finally,
somesome
members
of the
have have
seemed
almost
mostly due to smaller freshman classes - will leave the school
Finally,
members
of board
the board
seemed
almost
$523,000 short of the cash needed to meet its budget. To solve the embarrassed about the recruitment drive. At the board meeting,
problem, Brock said the school must increase the student body by more than one trustee rose to say that the effort to bring in new
bi:it about making
wasn’t at all about making ends meet, but
2001l enrollment, or risk students wasn't
53 students more than the projected 200
a difference for many --- well, okay, 53 - young lives.
lives.
of projects already in the worl<s.
works.
scrapping a variety ofprojects
"We're
Frankly, someone should have seen this coming. It wouldn't
“We’re not an institution that wants to get students so they
wouldn’t
bills,” said board chairman Bob Avis, adding that the
have taken Dr. Petcher to do the math: sooner or later admissions can pay the bills,"
rates would drop for a year or two, and a large graduating class main point of bringing in more students is to serve those students.
The Rev. Al Lutz went further, saying that
would leave the school with a large pile
of missing tuition checks. If someone
portrayal of the recruitment as a financial
matter would be "a
in the administration had kept a closer
“a disservice to the Lord."
Lord.”
B agpipe E ditorial
We at the Bagpipe worry that such
eye on how the classes of 2004 and '05
‘05
statements, while no_
no doubt well intenwere shaping up, there's
there’s a good chance
tioned, might come across as sanctimonious and at least a bit
the current budget "crisis"
“crisis” would have been solved long ago.
there’s little point in ~sessing
assessing blame. The fraudulent. The simple truth is that Covenant needs to recruit
But no one did, and there's
problems are large enough in the here and now: we are faced with more students to continue providing a quality educational prod
proda gaping hole in the budget, down which could tumble a variety of uct. The main teason
reason these 53 students are being brought in at all
school’s overall mission.
important projects, including new books for the library and a well- is because their tuition will help fund the school's
That’s the plain and simple truth ofit.
of it.
deserved (and much-n.!!eded)
much-aeeded) raise for the faculty. These are not That's
So if we as a school truly believe that this
this-recruitment
recruitment effort is
unimportant irems
ifems in the budget; if $523,000 isn't
isn’t found, the
stu
con necessary, than it seems we should be willing to tell prospective stuschool could be forced to rethink the Three Year Plan, or even condents what the effor
r's main purpose is.
effort’s
sider firing employees.
So President Brock, the administration and the board have
And as much as we dislike its necessity, the Bagpipe staff
{fi'iJr9nded
responded to the problem with a variety of stopgap measures. The believes this recruitment effort is truly necessary. The budget items
board has voted for a 6.3 percent tuition raise. Ap.d
And they h;ive
have set on the line are crucial to the continued development of this school,
stu- and recruiting and retaining more students seems like the simplest
to work, along with members of the faculty, in finding 53 new stu
way to fund these items.
dents.
But we also feel that the very need for this recruitment/retenAre these measures wise choices? In the last few weeks, the
We’ve disdis tion effort raises some disturbing questions about where Covenant
staff of the Bagpipe has struggled with this question. We've
relucBoard’s reluc
cussed it among ourselves in formal discussions and in one-on-one College is headed as an institution. It seems that the Board's
recruitment's purpose from the rooftops may
tance to shout the recruitment’s
chats. We've
We’ve struggled with it as we have with no other.
In doing so, we’ve
we've come up with at least three concerns about betray some deeper concerns about the way the school is handling
its growth.
how the school is addressing the budget shortage:
The Bagpipe certainly harbors such fears, and we will address
* In its effort to attract more students, there's
there’s a danger that
Covenant will lower its admissions standards. Although the danger these concerns in our next editorial.
here is small, it is imminent. And what would it profit Covenant
•. This editorial represents the view
view of
o f a simple majority
m ajority of
o f the
to save its projects but lose its student body quality - a quality that,
Bagpipe's section editors. Not all
Bagpipes
a ll editors necessarily agree with
w ith all the
we might add, has improved significantly in the past ten years?
here.
* The tuition raise, although small, marks the fourth straight opinions presented here.
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"In
“In everything set them an example by
show
doing what is good. In your teaching -show
integrity, seriousness and soundness of
speech that cannot be cond~mned,
condemned, so that
those who oppose you may be ashamed
because 'i:hey
they have nothing bad to say about
us."
us.”
- Titus 2:7-8
The
The Bagpipe is the official student newspanewspa
writper of Covenant College. It _has
has been writ
ten, edited and funded completely by stustu
dents since 1960, and i-s
is designed as an
ongoing, practical learning experience for
its staff.
It is the staff's
staff’s goal that the Bagpipe be well
written and fair, thoughtful and imaginative
- an excellent source of information
information.. We
hope that such journalism will spur students
to Chri~t-like
Christ-like thought and action. Finally,
we hope this paper will be a "window
“window to the
world ”, allowing Covenant studerits,
students, faculty
world",
and administration to take a closer look at
creation - and at our own backyard.
The Bagpipe welcomes all sorts of assistance
in our efforts through articles, guest
columns or letters to the editors. Letters to
arti
the editors must be signed. Letters and articles should be submitted to Box 287 or
mesh@covenant.edu one week
wec_k prior to each
publication date. The editors reserve the
right to edit all submissions for clarity, style
and space.
The Bagpipe
c/o
c/o' Covenant College
14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, Georgia 30750
(706) 820-1560 ext. 1602
Fax: (706) 820-2165
mcsh@covenant.edu
mesh@covenant.edu
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C om mentary

Campus
sen sua lity
pus sensuality
Cam
\

I

On October
26 ,
freshman
26,
Rebekah Brightbill
posted a message
on the electronic
Wittenburg
Wittenbu rg Door
.
the
concerningg
concernin
o
off
behavior
stuCovenant
dents. Her post,
shown at left,
touched off
o ff a flurflur
off discussion
ry o
and debate over
ini tianudity, hall initia
tions
sensuali
ttons and sensuali's
ty on Covenant
Covenant’s
campus. In this
section,
the
sectton,
Bagpipe has invited
of
five members of
the
Covenant
.
community
to
ty
communi
share
their
thoughts on the
.issue.

FROM: Rebekah Brightbill
TO: Covenant College
SUBJECT: Student Conduct
in
Many students engage
am concerned
about the
engage in
the conduct of some of the student body at Covenant.
concerned about
II am
behavior
is. far from the standard for appropriate Christian behavior.
behavior that is.
in
hall life
Male
life in
very high moral standards for their freshman initiations or for hall
have very
not have
do not
halls do
Male halls
the
on the
general.
For
nude on
upperclassmen on one hall initiated their freshmen by sitting nude
the upperclassmen
example, the
For example,
general.
soccer
the soccer
to the
freshmen's laps
laps while
Another hall paraded the freshmen to
while they were watching aa movie.
freshmen's
nude
the nude
field
in the
of the night, and had them participate in the "nude Olympics." After
After the
middle of
the middle
field in
hall
the
cf
some
hall,
sporting
events,
the
freshmen
marched
back
to
the
still
in
the
nude,
and
some
of
the
hall
were
freshmen
the
sporting events,
the
where the
I was told about had initiations where
members
Two other guys' halls that I
hall-ball.
nude hall—ball.
played nude
members played
nudity
had nudity
freshmen were
a period of time. Almost every male hall had
to go without clothes for a
made to
were made
freshmen
on
And on
involved in
Another hall has the tradition of nude Bible studies.
studies.
And
freshmen initiations.
their freshmen
in their
involved
yet another hall, the guys play nude soccer.
guys
heard guys
My
friends aDd
and I
lab, heard
have seen guys leering over soft-core pornography in the computer lab,
I have
My friends
pornothe porno
about the
making
suggestive jokes
jokes about the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition, and talking about
making suggestive
the
graphic magazines
magazines they read.
My friend cleans aa guy's hall, and whenever she yells,
yells, "Girl
Girl on
on the
graphic
campus
across campus
Two streakers ran apross
hall"
entering, the guys make
make jokes about their being naked.
before entering,
hall" before
the fact
but the
administratio n, but
during
They have been disciplined by the administration,
fact
of this semester.
beginning of
the beginning
during the
that the incident ever happened is disturbing.
parties
Inappropriate behavior
occurs on girls' halls as well.
Many girls' halls have hall dance
dance parties
behavior occurs
Inappropriate
dance
they
as
flaunt
that
become
less
than
honoring
toGod.
The
way
the
girls
their
bodies
as
they
dance
that
to
that become less than honoring
has
hall has
my hall
becomes
very suggestive.
This is not aa statement against hall dance parties, because my
suggestive.
becomes very
them.
a statement against lewd dancing.
This is a
only
because it
Some
excuse the
it only
the nudity and lascivious behavior amongst hallmates as acceptable because
may excuse
Some may
situathis situa
to this
occurs
Ephesians 5:3-4 applies to
I must disagree.
members of the same sex, but I
around . members
occurs around,
kind of
tion.
"But
of impurity,
impurity,
you there must not be even aa hint of sexual immorality, or of any kind
among you
"But among
tion.
or
greed, because
Nor should there be obscenity,
obscenity, foolish
foolish
these are improper for God's holy people.
because these
of 9reed,
or of
that
says that
thanksgiving ."
talk,
coarse joking,
Colossians 3:5
3.5 says
joking, which are out of place, but rather thanksgiving.
or coarse
talk, or
impurity, lust,
- "sexual immorality, impurity,
Christians are
lust,
to death the things of our earthly nature put to
to put
are to
Christians
of all
ourselves
"rid
are
says
8
evil
desires,
and
greed,
which
idolatry."
Colossians
8
that
we
to
rid
ourselves
of
all
is
greed,
and
desires,
evil
walking
of walking
such
anger, rage, malice, slander, and filthy language." The only purpose of
these: anger,
as these:
things as
such things
no room
around
There is no
room in
in aa
dancing in aa suggestive manner is to hint at immorality.
or dancing
nude or
the nude
in the
around in
behavior.
of
kind
Christian's life for that
Christians."
These are all good Christians."
Some
say, "Come
"Come on,
on, lighten up. Coarse joking doesn't happen.
may say,
Some may
actual
are
They
up.
made
I
was
gave
But,
it
does
happen.
whole
I
just
not
something
I
up.
They
are actual
I
that
list
The
happen.
does
Bu·t, it
male
the male
From the
incidents.
I
speaking from personal experience on the female side of the issue.
From
am speaking
I am
in~idents.
of
incidents of
perspective,
brother went to .aa strict Baptist university, and even there when isolated incidents
my brother
perspective, my
when
profuse
more
will
Coarse
it.
nudity
occurred,
course
joking
went
with
joking
be
even
more
profuse
when
always
nudity occurred, coarse
nudity
is widespread.
We
cannot sit around with our heads in the sand and deny that these incidents
incidents
We cannot
widespread.
nudity is
Christians
are
happening
just
because
this is a
It is naive to think that Christians
a Christian institution.
because
just
happening
are
don't commit this type of sin.
stumto stum
Nudity
could also
also cause
cause students who are struggling or have struggled with homosexuality to
Nudity could
you
if
lives.
in
sins
ble.
We
need
to
be
sensitive
to
those
who
trying
to
resist
their
Even
if
you
are
We need to be sensitive
ble.
well:
very well:
addres~es this issue very
think
to parade around without clothes, Romans 8:9 addresses
wrong to
isn't wrong
it isn't
that it
think that
the
to
stumbling
a
does
"Be
careful,
however,
that
the
exercise
of
your
not
become
a
block
to
the
freedom
the
that
however,
"Be careful,
resist
to resist
weak."
Lewd
and suggestive dancing could greatly harm someone who is trying to
nudity, and
joking, nudity,
Lewd joking,
weak."
homosexuality.
homosexuality .
It has
said that
a possible excuse for the campus nudity could be Covenant tradition.
that a
been said
also been
has also
It
highP.r le~el
a higher
That
our traditions
letfel than the authority
traditions should not be placed on a
because our
wrong, because
is wrong,
view is
That view
should
of
Scripture,
for
that
is
idolatry.
If
a
is
wrong,
it
be
abandoned.
Covenant
tradition
a
idolatry.
is
that
of Scripture, for
College
College does have another tradition: holiness.
Ha1·1 Skit Night one
There
is also
also a
general immaturity
immaturity around campus.
For example, during Carter Hall
one
a general
There is
was
that was
of
water-drinkin g contest as an alternative to the milk-drinking contest that
a water-drinking
had a
halls had
the halls
of the
The skit started
banned
from the
the year
before because
because it had caused people in the audience to vomit.
year before
banned from
all
out
with
the
hall
members
drinking
of
water,
and
then
they
urinated
in their
glasses
several
drinking
out with the hall members
pants.
Somehow, that
seen as
Also at Carter
as more acceptable than vomiting all over the stage.
was seen
that was
Somehow,
pants.
dancing in
Skit Night,
many of
the girls'
girls' halls switched from lewd dancing on their halls, to lewd dancing
in
of the
Night, many
Skit
their skits.
Many
One of the guys halls left dead fish all
all
judgment in their pranking.
bad judgment
very bad
show very
halls show
Many halls
over
one
of
the
girls
halls.
Another
took
the
toothbrushes
of another hall, and then returned
hall
Another
over one of the girls halls.
them
them
after aa week.
Every
one of the male halls takes dresses from aa girls hall and wears them
year one
Every year
week.
them after
others.
to
dinner.
Those
pranks
a
disregard
the
personal
property
of
for
disreg3~d
a
show
pranks
Those
to dinner.
justification , but the "isoa justification,
For every
incident that
that I
viso
mentioned, someone could come up with a
have mentioned,
I have
every incident
For
lated incidents" happen much too often.
lated
a deeper spiritual
The
general behavior
spiritual
student body is very disturbing because it signifies a
the student
of the
behavior of
The general
do,
they do,
problem.
There
is a
great disconnect between what students say, which is good, and what they
a great
There is
problem.
deep
which
is
bad.
Just
about
any
student
on
discuss
deep
theological
matters,
but
those
deep
can
campus
student
any
about
Just
which is bad.
discussions have no effect on daily living.
discussions
There
rules at
administratio n wants to treat us like adults, but
Covenant because the administration
at Covenant
few rules
very few
are very
There are
administratio n could
many
students
don't
know
or
don't
care
about
acting
in
a
The administration
a Godly manner.
many students don't know or don't
repair this
stressing the
necessity of glorifying God in daily living. An appropriate place
place
t,e necessity
by stressing
problem by
this problem
repair
to start emphasizing personal piety is the Christian Mind course.
The course tells us in
~s in
e, T:~t
o~~n~i~~~;::~
every
.session~a~~:!n~/~::
that we need
to integrate t~~ri:~i-:~!~n
Christ ’into our
discipline,
but c~t~:v~:1~:y
it never says
~n:~
~~e:ia:~s=:~
sinl
that
Students may assume that they can sin
Christ into our dorm life.
integrate Christ
should integrate
we should
that we
good
a
studies
and
talk
about
the
word
of
God
at
the
time,
with
nude
Bible
being
a
good
same
word
and talk about the
example.
Another
that these
problems should be addressed is chapel, since chapel is
these problems
place that
Another place
example.
intended
to
further
spiritual
growth.
A
A special emphasis week seems to be in order.
growth.
spiritual
further
to
intended
The
Christian reputation
If something is not done to fix
reputation of Covenant is at stake.
The Christian
these
problems Covenant will no longer be the light on the hill.
these problems

The re-printing
re-printing
o f Brightbill's
B rightbill’s essay
of
should not be taken as a
verification that all or
o f her specific accuaccu
any of
sations have a basis in
m
is pub
pubfact. Her post 1s
lished as a matter o
off
public record, and all its
claims cannot be con
confirmed or denied.
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C om m entary

personal practice
1
P
ublic
polem
ic
on personal
polemic
"Public
there"
not
The
verses
just
there”
are
"The
will serve no good end"
en d ”
CC

(though not principally on opposite-sex
nudity), yet I do not think that implies we
have free reign to behave in any manner we
Same-sex nudity is a nearly unavoidable choose while in the buff. Scripture is too
fact of life in 21st-century America. adamant that even neutral actions must be
in light ·of how they are viewed
co~~idered }n
Recently, it has been suggested that nudity considered
weaker persons.
has gotten out of hand at our college, parpar by “weaker”
So I suggest some basic questions for
rime,
ticularly among the men. For the first time,
tne next time a "nude"
“nude” event is
the W
ittenburg e-door is full of posts on guys to ask the
Wittenburg
something other than headship and random planned. The first is how will knowledge of
unpar- this affect the sanctification of our Christian
posts from people who think it's
it’s the unpar
out"
“does it gross them out”
donable sin to argue. Meetings between sisters? This is not a "does
Student Development personnel, student question. Childbirth makes me queasy, but
government reps, and students have focused that does not make it wrong. The question
weakis '>ne
one of whether or not it will cause a weak
on this topic.
Clearly there must be some substance er sister to stumble in thought and sexual
to the issue. Maybe we need to check ourour desire.
The second question is, how does this
selves. Maybe some changes in behavior are
churchcause the school to be viewed by the church
in order.
In particular I suggest that the men at es who support Covenant by sending their
Covenant, myself included, need to think kids here? If we are in any way appreciative
about how the knowledge of the same-sex of the education we are receiving here, we
nudity that occurs on our halls affects the should desire other college-bound students
women
sup to attend Covenant. Yet many, if not most of
woll}en on campus, the churches who supthe churches who send kids to Covenant
port the school, and the church at large.
I worry that we all to quickly will write would see such nude behavior as scandalous,
dis
off such a suggestion. This comment was raucous, and lewd. Yet even though we disresponsibilit's not agree with them, we still have a responsibil
recently made to me: "Of
“O f course it’s
wrong to be naked when it's
it’s just guys. Those ity to consider their views on our behavior.
T hirdly and finally, how does the
Thirdly
business." I
people need mind their own business.”
rea- church as a whole, even the world as a
think this attitude is frightening for two rea
is the blatant unwillingness to whole, view such behavior?
sons. The first l's
The answers to these questions, and the
personal justifications
rune persi
personal
pause and examine
for an action (i.e. willful ignorance), and the corresponding behavior changes are not
simple or clear ones. There is no clear line.
specific Biblical .simple
second is that it violates a .specific
women’s clothing, there
mandate to be sensitive lest we cause a weakweak As with the issue of women's
is no absolute standard of what is or is not
er brother to stumble.
I’m hoping I sucsuc
adamant0 ~ow
J^Iow
I believe,
and
will
argue
adamant modest. At best, and what I'm
argue
will
and
I believe,
0
conly, that there is no Scriptural basis for an cessfully argued, we at least need to be con
nudi- scious of the why of our actions, and the
same-sex nudi
across-the-board banning of samecsex
ty. The verses are just not there. There are affect those actions might have on our
instances in Scripture when nudity was Christian brothers and sisters.
Remember, our call in Galatians 6:10,
shameful, but to read into those texts that
"Therefore, as we have opportunity, let us
pure nudity was the cause for the shame is “Therefore,
simply bad exegesis. Scripture is largely do good to all people, especially to those
believers."
silent on the issue of
o f same-sex nudity who belong to the family of believers.”
B
y JJOSIAH
o s ia h R
oe
ROE
BY

Commentary writer

ices"
“Stop these pract
practices”
"Stop

B
y DR.
D r. F
r a n k BROCK
B ro c k
FRANK
BY

Covenant College President
Students and alumni often comment
that an important
im portant dimension of their
Covenant
experience is interact!ng
interacting
l~arning e~perience
C?venant_ learning
vaned
with Chnsnans
Christians c6mmg
coming from many varied
backgrounds, countries, states and religious
experiences.. Living in close community is
part of the college experience. In such a
dis~over
close community many quickly discover
"Love
their selfishness and annoying habits. “Love
your neighbor as yourself’
yourself' assumes a new
reality.
. Dr. Arthur Holmes explained that one
of the three classic ways virtue is learned is
through community. Modesty is a Christian
virtue that we could not expect Christians to
modlearn from a society virtually without mod
esty. Even in the home, the idea of modesty
stanvaries. Various individual and family stan
dards must be worked out by young men
comand women away from home, living in com
m
unity for the first time in their life.
munity
Sharing bathrooms and showers, dressing
and undressing, relaxing in the company of
roommates, hall
mates and teammates hallmates

unfamiliar
introduces new and unfam
iliar issues.
Young Christians must learn the virtue of
biblical modesty in this context of close
community.
As far as the administration goes, it
should be clear that public nudity or nudity
in mixed company is always unacceptable.
So is dress that is clearly sexually suggestive
to
or provocative. Men and women need to
learn from a gentle rebuke when their dress
seems immodest to another brother or sister,
· and they should seek to dress in such a way
as to not provoke lust. True love, the kind
that lasts and matters, depends so little on
the outward appearance. It is a matter of the
heart - patience, kindness, and consideraconsidera
tion. We should all want to look nice but to
look “sexy”
arro
"sexy" can only result in jealousy, arrogance, selfishness and resentment.
Public polemic on personal practice
admoniwill serve no good end. Biblical admoni
tions are clear. Students must lovingly work
out individual differences that will form a
moral community possessing the virtue of
modesty. The administration will seek to
to
enforce policies toward that end.

ration"
“A plea for conside
consideration”
"A
By R
y a n DAVIDSON
D a v id s o n
RYAN
BY

Commentary writer
Last week Rebekah Brightbill brought
up the subject of sensuality on the virtual
Wittenburg door. I’m
I'm going to address the
modesty.
specific issue of fnodesty.
Let
Lee me begin by saying two things.
First, I wholeheartedly affirm that what goes
on in a guy's
guy’s head is his own responsibility.
No matter what I say, keep that in mind.
This is not an attempt to
responsibilito shift responsibili
assis
ty; it is a plea for consideration and assistance.
Second, I know that most girls do not
intend to present a provocative image
(shame be upon those who do!). I do not
maliciousness on the part of
mean to suggest 111aliciousness

women. I believe that the problem is not a
hondeliberate attempt to show off, but an hon
est innocence of the affects that the vision of
all things female has upon us guys. The
are not helped in
struggles we face as men .are
any way by immodesty on the part of
women.
By immodesty, I don't
don’t simply mean
doesn’t contain enough
chat simply doesn't
clothing that
material. That is certainly part of it, and
many of the tops that were worn earlier this
year were simply improper. I earnestly look
forward co
to colder weather, for this among
other reasons. But a long-sleeved, highnecked sweater can also be immodest if it
clings to every curve.
don’t have to prove that
Ladies, you don't
you’re
you're attractive: we already know that.

»

B
y OR.
D r . JACK
Jack F
ennem a
FENNEMA
BY

Assistant Professor of Education
Assuming there is some truth to allega-·
allega
tions regarding the dormitory conduct of
certain male students (although even at
Covenant College one is presumed innocent
until proven guilty), m
myy message to both the
in
adminstudents involved and to the College adm
“Stop these practices.”
practices." Why?
istration is: "Stop
Because God instructs us to demonstrate
responsibility for the spiritual well-being of
ourselves and of others, and to show con
concern for the Name of Christ in the broader
community. Let me explain.
First, responsibility for the spiritual
well-being of ourselves. The Bible tells us
that our bodies are temples of the Holy
6: 19-20); thus we are
Spirit (1 Corinthians 6:19-20);
holy---- separatingg ourselves
called to be holy--separatin
from even the appearance o
off evil and,
instead, evidencing the fruit of the Spirit
through our conduct (1 Peter 1:
1:15).
15). We
have been predestined to moral conformity
to the likeness of Christ (Romans 8:29);
thus we are called to live as children of light
(Ephesians 4:17-5:20).
Second, responsibility for the spiritual
coming
incoming
well-being of others, including i,,
freshmen. The Bible tells us to follow the
principle of love and consideration (Romans

“Not a mere question of
o ffashion"
fashion
"Not

14:15 & 19; 1st Corinthians 8:9-13). We
are not to lead others into temptation; nor
are we to do anything that may cause a
B
y N
a t h a n MAPHET
M aphet
NATHAN
BY
weaker brother to stumble. Rather, we are to
Commentary writer
do that which is edifying and helpful to the
spiritual walk of our brothers and sisters in
Before I begin my ranting and raving
Jesus.
Third, concern for the Name of Christ. - about this subject, I think it is necessary to
The Bible tells us to follow the principle of assert that modesty (or the lack thereof) is
really an issue at Covenant College. The
edification or helpfulness (1 Corinthians
common objection to such a statement is
10:23). Personal freedom and desire for our
that, compared to the rest of the culture,
rights are not the only consideration. We
others” and the
women at Covenant generally dress in a
"the good of others"
must consider “the
sexually
broader cause of Christ. We are to jealously
manner that is not particularly sexuall[
genera ,
provocative. I would agree that, in general,
prcvocative.
protect and advance the Name of Christ and
women's outfits are a little better at this
the Christian reputation and testimony of women’s
school than what one might find at your
the College in the public arena.
.”
U."
"Pagan U
I encourage
encourage
persons
are involvedaverage “Pagan
are involved
who who
persons
However, this does not excuse the
or interested in this issue to prayerfully read
amount of immodesty that is present here.
the Scriptures cited. They were neither
selected at random nor meant to be judgjudg Just because the non-Christians are worse
than us does not mean that everything is all
mental or moralistic; rather, I honestly
right because we are not as bad as they are.
God’s voice
sought to seek out and listen to God's
Before I go any further, however, I should
on this matter.
give an exhortation to
W hile I
to the males. While
M ay we at Covenant College passion
passionMay
would agree that immodesty is a significant
ately seek to "take
“take captive every thought to
problem at Covenant, that does not excuse
(2nd
make it obedient to Christ" (2nd
us from lusting. I am growing increasingly
reform
Corinthians 10:5), redeeming and reforming (in this case) dorm life, including initiainitia
frustrated when I hear guys (including
dress
tion practices, in a manner that is pleasing
myself) complain more about women dressing immodestly than they complain about
to
to the Father.
Page 15

the amount of times they give in to sin.
W hy do we have to
to adopt this attitude that
Why
men are destined to be oversexed, lustful
beings and women should just try to keep
men from being as bad as they could be?
Now here’s
here's a general exhortation to the
females. The modesty and clothing issue is
not a mere question of fashion. W
hile a
While
female can not make a male sin, sometimes
diffi
she can make what may be an already difficult situation much more so. It has been my
lust
with-lust
experience that men either struggle with
or simply give in to it. If a woman dresses
immodestly, the best response will be in a
male who is struggling. In that case it will
be an added temptation heaped upon an
already difficult situation. The worst
conresponse will be from a male whose con
science is no longer bothered by the
thoughts that occur inside his head. You do
not want to know what can happen in that
case.
So, I issue a humble plea and ask for a
little discernment, some understanding, and
an attitude that tries to serve Christ by
removing potential stumbling blocks from a
weaker brother.
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C tou
Grizzled
Scots
win
AAC
tourney
n AA
ts wi
izz led Sco
Gr
games
Season
ends with
OT loss
loss to Bryan in Regionals;
in fo u r games
Regionals; Grizzle scores eight goals infour
with OT
Season .ends
B y DAVID
D a v i d PHILLIPS
P h illip s
BY

Sports editor

Victories over Tennessee
W
esleyan, Bryan and Kinp
King
Wesleyan,
launched the Covenant mens
men’s
consoccer Scots to their first con
ference tournament tide
title in four
years. But their season ended in
week
the Regional playoffs last weekend with a 4-3 overtime loss to
Bryan.
The Scots clinched the
Athletic
. Appalachian
tide
Conference tournament title
w
ith a 2-1 win
w in over King
with
College in Johnson City,
Tennessee. Sophomore forward
Sheldon Grizzle scored both of
Covenant’s goals in the chamcham
Covenant's
game.
pionship garrie.
unstopGrizzle was truly unstop
Scots’ playoff
pable in the Scots'
games. He owned the field and
the competition in the Scots'
Scots’
quest for a conference crown,
Covenant’s seven
scoring six of Covenant's
post-season goals in the AAC
tournament.
In their first playoff match
Wesleyan
esleyan
against Tennessee W
1-0
College, who beat the Scots 1-0
earlier in the season, Grizzle
rwo goals in the first 12
scored two
minutes of the game, giving
Covenant a firm lead. The first
cam e after
of these goals came
Stephen Strawbridge was struck
in the face by a Tennessee
Wesleyan player, and the Scots
were awarded a penalty kick
that Grizzle put in the back of
the net. The second came on a
pass from M
att Jelley to Grizzle
Matt
in the middle of the box, which
Grizzle then redirected for a
score.
Tennessee battled back
early in the second half, scoring
two goals within 35 seconds of
each other to tie the game and
later send it to overtime.
Grizzle would then complete his hat trick, scoring his third
game’s 112th minute to send a distraught TWC
TW C
goal in the game's
team home.
Three days later, the Scots faced Bryan, their archarch
Three
nemesis, in the semifinal of the AAC tournament. They

final game. The Scots were
outshot by King, eight to ten,
but Grizzle succeeded in makmak
ing the best of two of the
Scots’ shots, and Josh Moon
Scots'
stopped nine King shots,
vicclinching Covenant's
Covenant’s 2-1 vic
tory and securing the AAC
title.
tide.
The conference tourtour
nament champions advanced
to the Regional Tournament,
B ryan last Saturday for
facing Bryan
the third time this season.season.
Despite two goals by Grizzle
(giving him eight goals in four
playoff games) and another by
Brinkerhoff,
Nathan
Covenant fell 4-3 after a short
overtime.
Scots coach Brian
Crossman said it is difficult to
beat a good team three times
in a season. Brinkerhoff added
that the Scots seemed off their
game. "We
“We just didn't
didn’t plar
play
well,”
“W e just didnt
well," he said. "We
finish them off. We led twice,
The
AAC
TheMC
we
had our chances."
chances.”
Tournament
t
Tournamen
Crossman is quick to
champion Scots
point out the team effort that
celebrate their 2- led the Scots to their conferconfer
ence tournam
ent successes.
1 victory over
1
tournament
He cites players who have
King College
up for injured team
teamstepped
(above). For
Rich
particularly
mates,
Covenant seniors Everett for Matt
M att Potoshnick,
Josh Moon,
and he rejoices in the meshing
of new players such as Tim
Tim
Elisha Godfrey
Cobb and Chris Cushenbery
and Matt
with returning stars like
Potoshnick
Stephen Strawbridge, Brien
(left), holding
Meyer, and Grizzle.
AA C trophy .
the MC
Crossman has relied
upon reserves David Illman
was especially
and Brinkerhoff
B rinkerhoff to provide
sweet.
and he questions
support,
solid
M ary
(Photos by Mary
withwhere the Scots would be with
Grace Godfrey)
out the all-star play of senior
playgoalie, Josh Moon. Each play
er on the team, according to
Crossman, has learned to play
well with his teammates, recognizing and counteracting each
other’s weaknesses and constantly placing themselves in a
other's
position to win games. Grizzle and the Scots continued
these trends in the playoffs by scoring early and playing solid
defense.

Champs!

beathanded the Lions a loss for the second time this season, beat
ing them 2-0 on Grizzle’s
Grizzle's fourth goal of the playoffs and an
M att Jelley.
insurance goal late in the game by Matt
champiThe Scots'
Scots’ last impediment to becoming AAC champi
ons was King College, who had beaten formerly undefeated
and nationally-ranked
lntermont to advance to the
nationally-ranked Virginia Intermont

off loss
Lady
Scots’
successful
season
playoff
on ends with play
essful seas
s' succ
Lady Scot
By Sara Illman
Sports writer

dif
. Despite ending their season with a difficult loss to King, the soccer Lady Scots
have a lot to celebrate.
Before the Lady Scots met King in the
playoffs, they had already accomplished
o f their team goals. By the end of the
many of
regular season, they were wholly unified,

coming together with one purpose, to play
their hardest. Every time the Lady Scots
the field, they played intensely.
stepped on che
accomplishments
nts paved the way for
These accomplishme
the ladies to fulfill their ultimate goal of
post-season.
che pose-season.
making it to the
Tneir
Their playoff game against King was
hard fought. The Lady Scots played well,
but their oest
best effort was not enough to beat
the King Lady Tornados. Although trailing
in the first half, the Scots were in the game
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as sophomore Heather Rudy scored a goal
off of an assist from freshman Colleen
McQuirk. Yet the Lady Scots could not
seem to completely close the gap. The game
ended with the scoreboard reading King 3,
Covenant 1.
W
hile the team was frustrated by its
While
loss, the ladies remained excited about their
it was a definite
season. In retrospect, ic
improvement
fin
im?rovernenc from last year. The team finished the season with a total of 44 goals

scored, and they did not allow more than 30
goals into the back of their net. There were
eleven new freshmen this year playing with
the Scots, making their team one of the
youngest in the conference.
Overall, the Lady Scots had an excellent
of 9wich a winning record of9season, finishing with
8-2, and they look forward to an even more
successful season next year.

